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From the Committee…

by Paul Howes, Guild Chairman 

This is my final column as chairman and I would like to 
reflect on both the past and the future. 

The past
It has been a pleasure, though it began with a Shakespearean 
moment. In the words of the Bard, “Some have greatness 
thrust upon them.” To explain, at our first committee 
meeting after the AGM, the previous incumbent leaned 
across the table, looked me straight in the eye and said, “So. 
Who’s going to be the new chairman, then?” Even I could see 
it was pointless to argue!

The next few minutes were a blur and I distinctly remember 
standing on a chair, wobbling from nerves, saying to the 
assembled members, “I hope I do not screw this up.” The 
verdict must be yours, but I will say this, “If credit be due, 
thank all the people who volunteer, not me.”

So many times one hears a departing chairman say that they 
thank everyone else who contributed to the success of an 
organization. It’s not until you have to do it yourself when 
you take a step back and remember what has happened that 
you realize the fundamental truth of that sentiment.

Our website team has done a sterling job with moving the 
website to a more modern format AND with crisis management 
when it has been needed. SemSub puts on four shows a year, 
setting their own high standards and beating them. But often 
it is the people who work in the background who contribute 
the most and who receive the least thanks. Our Registrar, our 
Treasurer, our Secretary, the Front Office manager, our email 
manager, our library team, our Production Manager, our our 
regional reps, the Members’ Websites Project team, people 
who man the stands at exhibitions, people who review 
articles, websites and books; all contribute. There are at 
least 150 people who directly contribute to our success, all 
volunteers, and I thank them ALL on behalf of the rest of us. 
Smashing job, people. Thank you.

That weekend when I became chairman, I presided over two 
discussion groups and promised to write them up for the 
Journal. One was on leveraging our contacts and the other 
one was globalizing our studies. Sorry, I’ve been a bit busy 
since then but when I do find my notes again, I will deliver 
on the promise!

The Future
The word globalizing reminds me of a member in North 
America who wrote to me recently worried that the Guild 
was not globalizing itself fast enough. I can see his point to 
a degree: we are still dominated by our British heritage and 
British Isles surnames, but when you look under the covers a 
lot is stirring:

• the Guild was represented at four overseas events last 
year, to my knowledge.

• we would love to have more overseas meetings, 
particularly in North America, where distances are great, 
but like everything else we are dependent upon people 
coming forward to volunteer to organize something like 
that. Maybe electronic regional hangouts might be a 
start.

• our US national representative made a video to help US 
members through the renewal process, which isn’t so 
easy if you don’t have a UK bank account, we know.

• the number of members studying non-British Isles names 
has just exceeded 100 for the first time. When we started 
counting five years ago, the number was twenty-eight.

• we bought a set of Mayflower Society Silver Books for 
members to be able to ask for their names to be looked 
up and a US volunteer stepped forward to do the lookups.

• we have broadened our relationship with FamilySearch 
and through that have become more visible to the 
external community worldwide.

• many of our newer services, like the Members Websites 
Project are global from day one.

• the Ruby One-Name Study is being run by members 
outside the UK.

• we will have a single marriage index before long.

• we have recently begun a series of global webinars.

• our Facebook presence is global by definition too and we 
have a large number of non-British signups. 

That said, there is much more to do. Having worked for a 
North American company for most of my life and been on the 
front line of globalizing it, defending the slow pace to my 
European colleagues, I feel the keen irony of now doing the 
same thing in reverse for a British-based organization and I 
recognize that those outside the “mother country” feel it 
the most.

I wish the new committee all the best. n

Paul
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DNA for your ONS:
Project Management, Part Five

by Susan C. Meates MCG (DNA Advisor, Member 3710)

Project Administration
In this article, we will cover the third item in your 
GAP menu bar called Project Administration. The 15 

selections under this menu item are:

• Activity Log
• Bulk Email
• Download Files
• General Fund
• General Fund Charts
• Join Authorization
• Member Subgrouping
• New Member Order
• Price Comparison
• Project Administrators
• Project Profile
• Public Results Display Settings
• Public Website
• Unpaid Products
• Welcome Email

Activity Log: This selection gives you a summary of the 
major activity in the project, and who performed the task.  
For example, this selection will tell you when you have last 
updated the DNA Project Profile, or when you created or 
edited a subgroup, or when you deleted a project member. If 
you have multiple Administrators involved with your project, 
this report shows who performed the activity.

Bulk Email: This tool enables you to send an email to 
either all the members of your DNA project, or members of 
one group. Select the group or the entire project, enter a 
subject, then write or paste in your email, and click submit 
email. These bulk emails are reviewed by Family Tree DNA 
before they are sent. The delay may be just a day or up to 
a week. You should receive a copy when the email is sent. 
To avoid any problems, do not mention other vendors.  Your 
project members can opt-out of these emails on their Match 
and Email Settings Page. Therefore, it is advisable to limit 
frequency, so people don’t opt-out. The default setting for 
participants is Opt-In.

Download Files:  With this selection, you can download 
any of 17 different reports, as CVS or Excel. If you have a 
large project, it is often faster to download results, such as 
Y-DNA Results Classic from this page, instead of first going to 
the Genetic Report Page for Y-DNA Results Classic, waiting 
for that page to load, and then downloading from that page.  
If you want to do any filtering of results, you will need to 
download from the applicable report page, such as Y-DNA 
Results Classic.

General Fund: This selection shows the balance of 
your General Fund, and all transactions. The report is in 
chronological order, so to get to the most current transactions, 
go to the last page of the report. The pages available are 
shown at the bottom of the screen. Your balance is shown 
on the top of each page. You can also filter by Kit number or 
transaction type.

General Fund Charts: Two charts are shown on this 
report page, a chart of the fund balance by month, and a 
chart of the change in the fund by month.

Join Authorization: On this page you can send a join 
request, or view join requests. This selection is relevant for 
those projects that have put up a Join Block. This means 
that people can’t join their project without approval. You 
control whether your DNA project requires a Join Request 
on your DNA Project profile page. The selection is “Allow 
Order without join request?” If you put a check mark, a Join 
Request is not requested, and anyone can join your project.  
If the selection doesn’t have a check, then a Join Request is 
required.

There are pros and cons to whether you should put up a Join 
Block or not. I recommend that you let anyone join your 
project. You can always communicate with them, once they 
are in the project, and find out about their direct male line, 
or if they don’t have one of your registered surnames, then 
you might want to ask why they joined the project. Perhaps 
they are female, and it is their maiden surname, or perhaps 
the surname is further back in their tree. In either case, they 
may know a male with the surname who you or they can 
recruit to test and represent their tree.

The negative consequences of a Join request are especially 
evident when people find your project and want to place an 
order. They might find providing information to be allowed 
to join a turn off, and proceed to buy a kit but they are not 
in your project. Or they just might pass on buying a kit and 
never contact you.

The key to building participants is to be welcoming to all.  
For that reason, I would not put up a Join block. You may 
occasionally get confused people who join your project in 
error, that you need to counsel and delete. A few confused 
people is much better than missing a person who represents 
one of your trees, who doesn’t test, because the Join 
authorization and submitting information discouraged him.

If you don’t have a Join Block, you don’t need to know 
about this selection under Project Administration. For those 
that do utilize a Join Block, there are two selections on the 
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Join Authorization page: Send Join Request and View Join 
Requests. Click the applicable one, and follow directions.

Member Subgrouping: You will probably use 
this selection the most out of all those under Project 
Administration. This is where you establish groups, edit 
groups, delete groups, and move a participant into or out 
of a group.  

Before you start establishing groups, you might want to 
establish a methodology for naming the groups. Groups will 
be displayed in alphabetical/numerical order on your Y-DNA 
or mtDNA results pages. Your naming schema will therefore 
affect the order in which the groups are displayed.

A simple approach to naming the groups is:
Genetic Group xxx  x--------optional description------------x

For example:
Genetic Group 001 or Genetic Group 01. You need the leading 
zeroes so the order of the groups display properly. If you 
think you will have less than 100 groups, since you have a low 
frequency or rare surname, then you only need 2 numbers.  
If you may have more than 100 groups, start now with 001, 
002, and so forth, so you don’t need to re-name your groups 
in the future.

Creating a group is easy. Simply select Y-DNA or mtDNA, and 
then click Create Subgroup. On the page that comes up, give 
the group a title, such as Genetic Group 01, and select a 
color. This is the color of the bar with the group name on 
your results page. You want colors where it is easy to read the 
words through the color, so avoid dark colors. Also, too many 
different colored group separators can make your webpage 
of results unattractive. You might consider just using a few 
or one color.

The screen to create a group also has a place to enter a 
description. It was originally planned that this information 
would appear on the results page. This feature hasn’t been 
implemented, and the only place the description appears is 
on the Member Subgrouping page. You can use the description 
field for your notes, to cover the definition of your group, for 
future reference.

Once you have entered the information, click Save, and the 
Group will appear on your Member Subgrouping page.

When you are ready to add persons to the group, click on 
the arrow to the right of the Group. A new page will come 
up, showing on the left the members in the group, if any, 
and on the right, members in Ungrouped, who are therefore 
available to be added to the Group. You can click on the 
column headings (Kit, Name, Haplogroup, and Confirmed 
SNPs) to sort the participants to make it easier to find who 
you are looking for. Once you find the participant in the list 
on the right, click Add to move them to the group. You can 
also use Filters in the menu at the top of the page to assist 
you in finding people. When you are done selecting persons, 
click Return to Project Level Management at the top of the 
page.

Members must be in Ungrouped to be moved to a group. A 
participant can only be in one group. If you want to change 
the group a participant resides in, first go to the Group they 
are in, and Click Remove. This puts them in Ungrouped.  

Then Return to the Project Level Management, select the 
group you want to put them in, find them, click Add, and 
then Return to Project Level Management.
When new results come back from the lab, they go into 
Ungrouped.

On the Project Level Management page, to the right of each 
group, you will see after the slanted arrow, a document 
symbol, a trash can, and a refresh symbol.

The slanted arrow is where you select the group, to add or 
remove participants.

The document symbol is where you edit a group, such as 
change the name, the color, or the description. When you 
have made your changes, click the disc symbol for save.  If 
you changed your mind and want to cancel, click the red 
circle with the red slash.

If you click the trash can, you can delete the group. This will 
return all the participants in the group to the Ungrouped 
category, so you can then easily re-group them.

The Refresh symbol is used to update the aggregate (min/
max/mode) calculations for this subgroup. The calculations 
are cached to speed up the reports and are normally up to 
date. Occasionally they get out of sync as subgroups and 
members are updated.  Use the refresh symbol to refresh 
the cache if the calculations appear to be incorrect. You may 
refresh a subgroup once an hour.

New Member Order:  This selection is where you enter 
an order. The order will be at project pricing, which is a 
saving from retail pricing. You can get further savings for 
Y-DNA 37 marker test and Family Finder by ordering these 
tests from the Guild.  

Price Comparison: This screen will show you the 
primary tests with their retail price and the project price.

Project Administrators: This selection will show you 
the Project Administrators and co-Administrators, with their 
contact information, and whether they are set to display on 
the project website. Administrators can only be deleted by 
themselves or Family Tree DNA. Co-Administrators can be 
deleted by an Administrator or by themselves.

Project Profile: This is where you modify and update 
your DNA Project Profile.  Be sure to click Save at the top 
when you are done. In the DNA Project Profile is where the 
surnames in your project are identified. You want to be sure 
all your registered surnames are included.  In addition, you 
can consider adding other surnames that are close, but not 
part of your one-name study, where you want to investigate 
surname evolution. You might want to review and update 
your DNA Project Profile annually.

The Description part of the DNA Project Profile is displayed 
at Family Tree DNA on your DNA Projct Profile page as one 
long run-on paragraph. This is hard to read. You can solve 
this problem with paragraph breaks. To put paragraph breaks 
in your text use this html command: <br><br>. To bold an 
item, but before it <b> and after it </b>. Other basic html 
commands will also work.
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Public Results Display Settings: This selection 
is used by the Project Administrator to determine if a 
participants results display on your DNA website. For a 
participant’s results to display, their privacy setting must be 
set so that “Anyone” can view their results in projects. This 
setting is on a participant’s Personal Page, under Manage 
Personal Information, Privacy & Sharing, My DNA Results, 
Who can view my DNA results in group projects? Under this 
selection, it says:

If a participant sets their DNA result display to private, then 
other participants must be logged into their kit and then visit 
the project DNA website to see the results.  The results will 
only display to project members, who are logged in.  For this 
reason, the public display of results may not show the results 
for all the members in the DNA project.

On the Project Administrator level, under the menu selection 
Public Results Display Settings, you can set whether a 
participants results show on your DNA website, for those set 
to public. There is a box in front of each participant. Select 
participants, then above the participants select either Show 
Y-DNA, Hide Y-DNA, Show mtDNA, Hide mtDNA and then click 
“Update Selected Rows”.

Public Website: This selection is where you update your 
DNA Project website. When you click on this selection, a 
page will come up with 5 tabs. The first tab is called “Site 
Configuration”, and here you set what displays on your public 
DNA website. The other 4 tabs are where you enter or modify 
text for the 4 pages of your website that are provided:  
Background, Goals, News, and Results. The Results page is 
where you write about the results, it is not the display of the 
actual results.

For those that come to the DNA Advisor for their DNA project, 
standard selections are made for Site Configuration, and 
proven marketing text is entered for the other pages.  You 
are free to change anything.   Once a year, you might want 
to review and update your DNA project website, especially if 
you have discoveries to share.

Unpaid Products: This selection will show any kits in 
your DNA project that have unpaid components. You might 
have unpaid products in your DNA project if kits or a product 
or upgrade have been ordered on invoice, to be paid at a 
later date. When a kit is returned, it is not processed at the 
lab until the test is paid.

Welcome Email: In this selection, you can enter a 
Welcome email that is sent automatically to new members of 
your DNA Project. As you develop this Welcome Email, you can 
send test copies to yourself by clicking “Send Sample Email”. 
Composing and entering a standard Welcome email will make 

sure your new project participants get correspondence from 
you immediately and automatically. Be sure to click Save 
when you have finalized your Welcome Email. n

Download Files Menu screen shot from Family Tree DNA

Your group administrator can choose to make your 
group’s mtDNA and Y-DNA data public. If you don’t 
mind sharing this information with people that are not 
in your project, select the Make my mtDNA & Y-DNA 
data public option.

Make my mtDNA & Y-DNA data public.
Make my mtDNA & Y-DNA data private. It will only be 
shown to people in my project.

Want to Get Started?
Visit the webpage “Want a DNA Project?” at the Guild 
website, in the DNA section, to learn about your options 
and how to proceed. You must be logged in to see this 
page.
http://one-name.org/want-a-DNA-project/

Want to Learn More about DNA for family history 
research?
Visit the DNA resource section at the Guild website.
You must be logged in to see all the pages. A limited 
selection of pages are available to the public.
http://one-name.org/DNA-introduction/

Want to save money on DNA test kits?
You or your participants can save money by buying test 
kits through the Guild.  See:
http://one-name.org/DNA-kits-available-from-the-guild/

http://one-name.org/want-a-DNA-project/
http://one-name.org/DNA-introduction/
http://one-name.org/DNA-kits-available-from-the-guild/
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A Point-in-Time Population Study…
Kernaghans et al, at the turn of the 
Twentieth Century  

by Alan St.J.Jones (Member 7472)

I am a relative new-chum to the Guild and elected to take 
on my maternal surname of Kernaghan, a very old but yet 
a most uncommon Irish name, even with the numerous 

spelling variations I’ve encountered.

Rather than initially populating my newly developed 
website1 with family trees, I have taken a different approach 
by identifying, data-capturing and mapping locations of all 
Kernaghans (and surname variants) in the English-speaking 
world at the turn of the twentieth century, at least per the 
censuses available.  

That covers the United States (1900 Census) and Ireland, 
England2, Scotland and Canada (all 1901) but regrettably  
my home country, Australia, as well as New Zealand are 
notable omissions due to destruction of the 1901 forms by 
the authorities once statistical analysis had been completed.

Origin of the name
Kernaghan was an old Irish Clann that can be traced back 
to the early eleventh century (as Ua Cearnachain) in what 
is now County Meath. Indeed, prior to the Irish adoption of 
using Surnames in the late tenth century, there is record in 
the ancient texts of the patronymic Cearnachain as far back 
as 896 AD3.

O CEARNACHAIN re-surfaces in the twelfth century as quite a 
prominent clan in the north-eastern part of county of Donegal4 
but then had disappeared from that county well before the 
seventeenth century. From that time, and continuing, they 
are concentrated in the eastern counties of the province of 
Ulster, particularly in mid-Antrim from where my mother and 
her family hail. 

Despite it featuring in Ireland’s early history, the surname 
KERNAGHAN (and its many variances) is far from common 
in Ireland. For example, the national population count per 
the 1901 Irish census was 4.413million5 but only 840 out of 
that had either the surname Kernaghan or thirteen variances 
of that name. (Contrast that to 62,600 Murphys in the 1890 
census, this on a slightly larger population size6).  

On both the Scotland and England censuses it was interesting 
to observe the high percentage (over 40% in each) of 
‘KERNAGHANS et al’ that were either born in Ireland or 
whose parents were Irish-born. This would reflect the harsh 
economic conditions in Ireland in the preceding half-century 
that triggered high emigration levels as well as possibly 
the prevailing political climate in Ireland. Particularly in 
Scotland, this Irish Emigrant group was concentrated in the 
broader Glasgow Industrial area while a large number from 
the English census was to be found in the northern industrial 
county of Lancashire. 

Some other observations from my analysis of this census data 
are included later in this paper.

Census counts and surname variants
In summary, on a total population of 4,469 persons spread 
over thirty-five surname variants, the most numerous Names 
were KERNAGHAN itself (British Isles) and CARNAHAN (huge 
in North America). 

Creating the databases
Having established the most informative and download-
friendly website for each of these country censuses7 I 
captured the raw data listed on each and pasted this into 
separate Excel worksheets. This data was then manipulated 
so that all fields were in a consistent format, thus allowing for 
searching-by-country through my website. With the example 
from the England census below, that involved, for example, 
splitting Person’s Name field into two separate fields (for 1st 
name and for surname) .

 

The hurdle that I didn’t even attempt to overcome with 
England, Scotland and Canada entries was when additional 
information for each entry (such as actual Street address 
and Occupation) was only available by opening and then 
manually transcribing from an attachment (see England 
example above).

The full distribution covering all thirty-five surname variants can 
be viewed at the following page http://kernaghansurname.com.
au/1900-01-census-distribution

http://kernaghansurname.com.au/1900-01-census-distribution
http://kernaghansurname.com.au/1900-01-census-distribution
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Ireland has, by way of its National Archives website8,the most 
comprehensive downloadable online data on my database, 
this including Age, Occupation, Religion and Literacy plus, 
from a Mapping perspective, the address data drilling down 
to Street or Townland level. 

While I created the databases, including conversion of the raw 
census data for each country into a common Excel database 
form, the Search Return and Mapping function programming 
were well beyond my capabilities so I was grateful for the 
work done here by professionals. 

Searching the database
On my Website I have a Search Guide (http://
kernaghansurname.com.au/help-page-name-seach) which 
I would urge New Users to consult before undertaking a 
Name Search.

Included in that Guide are Hyperlinks to the respective 
country census websites so that users can gain access to the 
original census forms – particularly important with England, 
Scotland and Canada where Street address and Occupation 
haven’t been captured on my database. Accessing the 
original census record online will also show the names of all 
occupants of the House on census night, some of whom may 
be in-laws etc with different surnames. 

The Irish census site also provides online access to additional 
forms that give a detailed description of the house (type of 
house, construction, number of rooms etc) plus listings of 
head occupants of neighbouring properties, all being good 
material in family history research).

Search parameters not only include a conventional Search 
by Name but, without keying in any surname, we can Search 
by Location right down to the lowest captured place detail 
in the database (as examples, these would be Street or 
Townland level for Ireland; Civil Parish for Scotland; and 
Ward or County for the USA). This is a particularly handy 
facility when the Searcher is uncertain of the spelling of a 
surname but is at least aware of where their ancestor lived. 

To illustrate this using the Ireland database, as an example 
I’ve restricted my search input detail purely to the one 
Search field - ‘Street’ - as I know that in 1901 my grandfather 

lived in Martin Street (in Belfast) ….but then I ask, who else 
was there on census night? Sure enough, not only do we have 
my James (b.1898) but his father James (see Search result 
data below), mother Mary (b. 1868 in County Antrim) and his 
two elder siblings (each born in Belfast).

Mapping
A somewhat unique feature of my One-Name website is 
the integration of Mapping whereby every location on the 
database has been geo-coded using current Google Maps. 
This allows for each individual Search Result to display not 
only its Census Data (as above) but its Map location as well 
(as below).

You will see that Google’s Map Data is @2018 so while Martin 
Street in East Belfast is still there, it is dramatically different 
to what it was in 1901 when it was just outside the World’s 
largest Shipyard9.

When there are multiple results returned on a Search, all 
those Result Locations will be pinned on the one zoomable 
Map, and each record can be accessed directly through that 
pin (see below where the search was for all KERNAGHANs 
in the United States….many Locations have more than one 
person)

Observations
From the Ireland census data, Age distribution reveals 57% 
of the 840 ‘KERNAGHAN et al’ persons were aged twenty-
one or older, this being broadly consistent with the ALL 
IRELAND age distribution. Geographically, there is a very 
heavy concentration in the Protestant-majority counties of 
Antrim (69%) and Down (16%) and this also reflects in the 
low count of Catholic ‘Kernaghans et al’. Less than 5% of 
the 840 professed to be Catholic, with the majority being 
Presbyterian.

With Scotland and England, remarkably the Irish emigrant 
connection (either born in Ireland or to Irish-born parents) 
for each Country accounted directly for just over 40% of the 
total ‘KERNAGHANS et al’ recorded in the respective 1901 
Censuses. 

The population of ‘KERNAGHANS et al’ per the Scotland 
census was concentrated in two counties (Lanarkshire 67% 
and  neighbouring  Renfreshire, 22%) that incorporate the 
broader Glasgow Industrial region. 

With the England census, there was much a wider geographical 
distribution although there was one stand-out, that being the 
industrial county of Lancashire, straight across the Irish Sea, 
with the major port of Liverpool which had 36% of the Total. Search result data for James Kernaghan, b. 1867, Belfast

http://kernaghansurname.com.au/help-page-name-seach
http://kernaghansurname.com.au/help-page-name-seach
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The United States 1900 Census had twenty-eight Variances 
of the surname Kernaghan in its population of 2,946 persons. 
Amazingly a whopping 83.5% of the total Variants Population 
fell under one name - CARNAHAN, with a count of 2,457 
persons. The next largest Surname was KERNAGHAN with 
only 3.5%.

Only ten out of those 2,457 CARNAHANs in the US Census 
disclosed that they were born in IRELAND, which compares 
to the surname KERNAGHAN itself which had fourteen out 
of 103 as Irish-born or children of Irish-born. For State of 
Residence, the 2,457 CARNAHANs were well spread with 
greatest numbers being in Pennsylvania (513), Ohio (308) and 
Indiana (219). For the KERNAGHANs, 33% lived in New York.

With Canada, there were, in total, 334 people listed in the 
1901 Census spread over ten Variances of the surname 
KERNAGHAN. As with the United States Census of 1900, the 
most prominent Surname was CARNAHAN at 44% of the Total. 
Again, the second largest Surname was KERNAGHAN at 20% of 
Total. Geographically, 76% lived in the Province of Ontario. 
Place of Birth was not included in my downloaded data. n
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Alan is studying the surname Kernaghan with variants 
Carnaghan, Carnahan, Carnohan, Kernahan, Kernoghan, 
Kernohan and can be contacted at alan.jones@one-
name.org

Locations of those with the surname Kernaghan on the 1900 census

Dear Sir,

The exchange between Gary Anstey, and Dr John and 
Professor Richard Plant, on how best to estimate an individual’s 
number of male progeny down the generations (Vol 13 Issue 1, 
Jan-Mar 2018) makes for interesting reading. In particular the 
differences in their respective findings need some explanation.

Mathematical models involving issues of probability tend to assume 
agents of equal worth in their calculations. Each of the six faces of 
a dice should have an equal chance of ‘winning’ for instance. But 
this assumption of equality may not be appropriate in calculating 
numbers of progeny. This is in part because it does not take into 
account the evolutionary processes of random mutation and 
natural selection. Each of us is born with up to a hundred novel 
mutations to the genome we inherit jointly from our parents. 

Some of these mutations may be beneficial to our survival, others 
may be deleterious. For instance, someone born several centuries 
back with a new mutation conferring greater resistance to the 
plague virus, could well have produced greatly increased numbers 
of progeny. Conversely, anyone born with a novel mutation leading 
to some other debilitating disease may well have not produced 
any progeny at all, particularly if it killed them off before they 
reached maturity. In evolution the dice always come loaded, and 
to a greater or lesser extent this will affect the outcome of the 
calculations. Factoring all possible mutational possibilities into 
the mix would simply be impossible. All we can say is that this 
genetic lottery is likely to increase both the number of lines with 
many progeny and the number without any at all. But the number 
of lines near the average may be reduced. n

Madeleine Harvey (Member 3132)

Email: editor@one-name.org

LETTERSLetters to the Editor
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The Medieval Origins of One Scottish 
Family with Six Names

by Dame Ann and John Hercus (Member 6592)

First, may we introduce our new publication, “One Family, 
Six Names – the story of the name and medieval origins 
of the Scottish family of Hercus, Herkes, Harcus, Harkes, 

Harkess and Arcus.” It has been researched and written by us, 
John and Ann Hercus, two fifth generation New Zealanders 
both with Scottish ancestry. We have previously written and 
published two other books (both sold out), one on John’s family 
tree and the other on the sailing ship, the Isabella Hercus 
which brought some of the first colonists to Christchurch, New 
Zealand in 1850. 

Our study of the medieval origins of John’s Scottish surname 
was initially triggered by two events. First, we had hit the 
proverbial Brick Wall in our family tree research, coming to a 
grinding halt about 1700, despite our best efforts [and hiring 
a professional genealogist to help]. We published the results 
of what we had found. Then, we read the following words by 
David Hey in his Oxford Guide to Family History: “At its best, 
the study of family history should be concerned with the origin 
of families at the time of the formation of hereditary surnames 
with the spread of various branches and sometimes their 
disappearance ….”A new and challenging door opened for us 
and our medieval studies began in what turned out to be over 
a decade of research and writing, partly from New Zealand 
and partly from purpose-filled visits to Scotland. And what we 
discovered was fascinating, and far beyond our expectations. 

We started our research with a basic question - where did 
surnames came from and how they were formed, particularly 
in medieval Scotland? We soon discovered the particular 
benefits of having a rare name, including the possibility of it 
being a “single origin” name. A university study of the 1881 
British census showed that 40% of the population shared just 
500 common surnames while, at the other end of the scale, 
10% of the population shared 30,000 rare names. Rare names 
in the UK are clearly much more common numerically than 
many of us would guess. And this no doubt contributes to the 
popularity and value of the Guild of One-Name Studies! Our 
studies also demolished a long-standing family legend that our 
surname is of Viking/Orkney origin. Our surname is without 
doubt a habitation name, derived from a medium sized estate 
called Harecarres, situated in the parish of Fogo, Berwickshire 
and first recorded in a surviving land charter dated between 
1182 and 1214, when the estate’s overlord, the Earl of Dunbar, 
gifted a small area of the estate to Melrose Abbey. Our initial 
research suggested that all six modern variants of our family 
surname derived from the name of this medieval estate, 
Harecarres. But many medieval families lived on this estate, 
unrelated by blood. A key question was: did all six names also 
have a single origin, in the sense of deriving from a single 
person or one family who then passed on the bloodline and 
surname through male descendants and multiple branches for 
centuries?

Our studies quickly showed that the name was spelt in numerous 
ways so we recorded every time we found a new spelling. 
Would you believe we found an amazing number - 101 – found 
stretching over 800 years of all kinds of records? We then 
created some original research to show how the 101 spellings 
of names reduced over time to six main modern variants and 
we created some innovative pie-charts to demonstrate this. 
Interestingly, our research showed that it took 700 years for 
the six main spellings to stabilise.

We then “mapped”, where we could, where these names 
were located, by Scottish county and parish, from the earliest 
medieval records to the year 2000. Medieval records were 
thin but clearly showed that bearers of our family name were 
essentially clustered, first, in Berwickshire (from 1200 to 1400 
with strong connections to the Earldom of Dunbar) then in 
mid and east Lothian (from 1400 to today and with no Dunbar 
connections), followed by settlement, from about 1500, for 
some on Orkney and later on Shetland. Detailed charts were 
created from 1600 to 2000 where systematic record keeping 
was available. We discovered that for 300 of the last 400 years 
the vast majority of bearers of our family name have lived 
in the same county areas. Even after the lengthy impact of 
the Industrial Revolution, 70% of bearers of our family name 
in Scotland in the twentieth century were still living in the 
same small handful of counties they were 400 years before. We 
also discovered there were significant and historically stable 
concentrations of particular spellings of our name in some 
counties; eg Arcus in Shetland, Harkess in Lothian.  

We were finding pieces of an unclear jigsaw in terms of 
individuals bearing the family name in early medieval times. 
Clearly the family was of “middling” aristocracy status, 
holding from the Earl of Dunbar at least five estates within the 
earldom, including Harecarres, though we never came close 
to creating a medieval family tree. We simply had a sprinkling 
of names and occupations spread unevenly over 300 years. 
The most famous was Adam de Harcarres [c.1160–1236], a 
prestigious Scottish church leader and Abbot of Melrose Abbey 
and who, according to the Melrose Chronicle, was “friend and 
kinsman” to Earl Patrick I of Dunbar. 

Another area of exploration (amongst others) stemmed from 
the fact that dictionaries said the meaning of our surname 
was “unknown” or “of uncertain origin”. This was of course a 
challenge to us! We followed a complex trail of Berwickshire 
place names and their meanings. With some help, we found 
a 1942 University of Edinburgh PhD thesis which we believe 
provides the answer. We hope other family historians with 
missing meanings of their names take heart. 

We were intrigued by the beautiful world of medieval coats 
of arms including those carried by various medieval knights 
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bearing the family name. These had as a core design a black 
background and three silver fleur de lis, or,1 modified by 
“differences” such as an added bend or a chevron - designs 
we used on the cover of our book. Heraldry experts told us 
that the fleur de lis was rare in Scottish heraldry and that a 
large proportion of Scots arms are “derivatives”, meaning that 
some of the “charges” or designs seen in a coat of arms of 
a superior lord are often adopted by those aristocrats under 
him because of blood or marriage or feudal land connections. 
Derivative arms always have appropriate “differencing”. These 
clues turned out to be significant. We came to the speculative 
conclusion that the fleur de lis on the Harcars knights’ coats of 
arms derived from the fleur de lis on the Dunbar coat of arms 
which was used by members of that family other than its earls. 

Our last chapter was about DNA testing and the key question 
of single origin. The results of a YDNA test project, involving 

a sample of six men who carried variations of the “Herci” 
name but who were not related within the last six generations 
produced definitive results. Not only can we now state with 
confidence that our six modern family names all come from 
a single origin, from one very distant family in charge of the 
estate called Harecarres about the year 1200, we also believe 
that we have very probably identified  the “founder ancestor” 
of our family, who passed on the bloodline and the newly-
adopted hereditary surname to multiple family branches for 
succeeding centuries.

The book is A4 size, with 144 pages, written  with  easy-to-read 
print size and many illustrations. It has been professionally 
typeset, designed and printed by Caxton Press. (ISBN 978-0473-
38446-3). It is a “limited edition” book; we have printed only 
1000 copies, each hand-numbered and hand-signed. We are 
selling the book “at cost” plus packaging and postage to all 
GoONs members. The cost to purchasers in the UK is £14 plus 
packaging and postage of £12 [total per book £26].

We have had very positive feedback from purchasers. 
Comments include “A true labour of love and skill in the depth 
of its research and detail and the elegant writing”, “Your book 
and the investigations that underlie it are brilliant”, “Priceless 
information and easy to understand”, and “Very impressed, 
well-researched, thank you”. 

All purchase enquiries to Dame Ann Hercus at ann.johnhercus@
hotmail.com. n

Dame Ann and John Hercus are studying the surname 
Hercus with variants Arcus, Harcus, Harkes, Harkess, 
Herkes and can be contacted at hercus@one-name.org

Dame Ann Hercus with copies of the book

Interesting People in 200 words

Our individual studies are filled with people who are interesting in their own ways. Perhaps you have one or several people 
who did fascinating things, won a medal, was a famous artist or writer, author, Congressman, the list goes on.

Over the past year I have repeatedly said that we need to work our studies and by doing that we each have a chance to share 
information about our studies and raise their profiles. 

The Guild has a News Section which is equivalent to a blog. We are seeking members to write at least 200 words and provide one 
picture or image about one of the people in their study. 

You can submit as many individuals as you would like. If you would like to submit one of your folk, then please send the informa-
tion in an email to marketing@one-name.org and attach the images. If submitting more than one interesting person, please send 
on separate emails. 

One of the Marketing team will then add this to the relevant section on the website and provide a link to your profile page and 
publish the post. The post will then be shared amongst the various Guild social media channels. 

Julie Goucher 

PS – Does 200 words sound a lot? This small request, minus the title, name and PS is exactly 200 words! n

The report for the Accidents Will 
Happen Seminar held at Abberley 

Village hall on 24 February 2018 will be 
in the July-September 2018 issue of the 

Journal.

mailto:ann.johnhercus%40hotmail.com?subject=
mailto:ann.johnhercus%40hotmail.com?subject=
mailto:hercus%40one-name.org?subject=
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Rethinking Family Growth
or, why are there so many 

Plants?

by Dr John S. Plant (Member 4890) 
and Prof Richard E. Plant (Member 6100)

Interaction with other Guild members
This is a story of the benefit of constructive criticism and 
co-operation. A great deal of interesting and very edifying 

correspondence was generated by our recent JoONS paper 
[1] in which we reviewed the simulation work of Sturges and 
Haggett. There is not sufficient room to mention all those 
who communicated: we must limit ourselves to a few. 

Gary Anstey, in a letter to the Journal editor [JoONS 13(1)] 
suggested that our model (like that of Sturges and Haggett 
[2]) did not sufficiently account for the variations observed 
in the sizes of English families. We replied that this might in 
fact be true, and suggested that using a negative binomial 
distribution, in place of the Poisson we had used, might 
produce more satisfactory results. At that time, we did not 
know of any evidence that a negative binomial distribution 
should be preferred, and indeed others who have studied 
this issue (e.g. [3]) have, to our knowledge, used the Poisson 
like us. 

In private correspondence, James Willerton provided us with 
further insight into his computational method, which we 
intend to discuss in a future article. Keith Percy offered some 
perspectives on the public exchange of the letters that were 
published in JoONS.

Correspondence with Alan Swindale, about the negative 
binomial distribution, led him to finding a relevant book 
by James W Wood [4]. This mentions the applicability of 
this distribution to family sizes. Perusing the book then led 
us to a paper by W Brass [5] published in 1958, in which 
he presented some evidence for the observed ranges of 
different-sized families; and, in particular, he found that a 
negative binomial could sometimes fit the probabilities of 
different family sizes better than a Poisson. His analyses 
provide firm foundations for pursuing the matter further. 

Our purpose in this article is to describe (we hope in a 
comprehensible manner) family size distributions and their 
consequences for understanding surname descent.

Origins of our Interest 
Our interest in estimations for surnames started early in this 
century with a paper by the geneticists Sykes and Irven [6]. In 
this, they speculated that the surname Sykes might be single 
origin; in other words, that everyone currently bearing the 
Sykes surname is descended from the same man. Likewise, 
Plant is relatively uncommon, so we wondered if this might 
be true for our surname too. We soon concluded that, for a 
variety of reasons, this was implausible. 

However, we found in Y chromosome testing that about one 
half of the tested Plant men match with each other and are 
thus probably descended from the same man. We call this 
group the main Plant cluster. The geneticists King and Jobling 
[3] analysed data from a number of variously sized surnames 
and, from their work, it appeared that the size of the main 
Plant cluster is larger than those of any of the comparable 
surnames they studied. This piqued our interest further. It 
led us into trying to estimate the number of men who could 
be descended from an individual man who lived at the dawn 
of English surnames.

A powerful and flexible method
Before we discuss the specifics, it might help to review some 
general ideas in connection with the computational method. 

Many aspects of human behavior, such as the number of 
passengers who book a particular airline flight, involve many 
individual actions by the people involved. Although any one 
individual’s action may be hard to predict, the combined 
effect of all these actions can often be predicted very 
precisely. In the United States, it is common for airlines to 
pay a reward to people who voluntarily give up their seats on 
an overbooked flight. Even though flights are typically full to 
capacity, there are surprisingly few cases where airlines have 
to pay these volunteers. This is a consequence of the airline’s 
ability to predict the combined effect of many individuals’ 
travel decisions, even when they cannot guess those of any 
one person.

The most common method for analysing data like these is 
called Monte Carlo simulation. This method was introduced 
into surname studies by Sturges and Haggett, whose booklet 
[2] we discussed in our earlier article. Their approach has 
been used in scientific surname studies ever since. 

In brief, a computer model is constructed based on a 
probability distribution that is used to describe a range of 
observed possibilities. For surnames, this is the differing 
likelihoods of different numbers for a father’s male offspring 
who survive to have children of their own. Computations 
in the model are then executed many times, commonly 
at least one million times, using random numbers drawn 
from the aforesaid probability distribution. This underlying 
distribution is for a single generation. The process generates 
another probability distribution, for the possible numbers 
of descendants at the end of several generations. This gives 
the probabilities of various different sizes for a descended 
family, from a single man, centuries later. 

It is important to recognise a small but subtle point. We are 
not simulating many lines of descent. We are simulating just 
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one family line and calculating the probabilities of different 
numbers of descendants in it. However, it is a mathematical 
fact that the outcomes will line up with the numbers of 
descendants in different family lines, provided that the 
model is correct. 

An airline, which has good data, can predict with surprising 
accuracy how many people will show up for a flight, such 
as on a 250 seat airliner. For us however, our problem in 
simulating lines of descent is that our data are not as good, 
so we have to make some assumptions about the underlying 
probabilities.

Two different approaches
The probabilistic starting quantity in the analysis of surname 
families is, as already stated, the number of sons born in a 
single generation who go on to have sons of their own. The 
natural probability distribution to use for this application 
is the Poisson distribution, named for the great French 
mathematician Simeon Poisson (Figure 1), and this is what is 
commonly used. As mentioned in the opening section above, 
the published letter from Gary Anstey led us to speculate that 
the Poisson distribution may be inadequate, and that perhaps 
the more general negative binomial distribution would work 
better. This speculation was reinforced when Alan Swindale 
pointed out to us the book by James Wood, and we found the 
paper by W Brass. It is therefore appropriate to devote a bit 
of space to how these two types of probability distribution 
are generally useful, and how they differ. 

A good example of randomly occurring individual events 
is the number of clicks in a fixed time interval of a Geiger 
counter placed near a radioactive source. If one records 
the number of clicks in several successive time intervals, 
assuming a constant source of radioactive particles, the 
total number of clicks will follow a Poisson distribution. This 
is because, although the mean number of particles emitted 
by the radioactive source is constant, each emitted particle 
is independent of the others. Suppose the mean number of 
particles emitted in a ten-second interval is 2. An important 
property of the Poisson distribution is that the variance, that 
is a measure of the variability, will also be 2. The variance of 
a Poisson distribution is always equal to its mean.

Ecologists studying 
animal populations 
often count the 
number of members 
of a particular 
species in a given 
fixed area. Suppose 
they are counting 
the number of 
American buffalo 
per square mile 
(Figure 2). One 
might expect 
that, since these 
are count data, 
they would 
follow a Poisson 
distribution, but 
often they do not. 
The reason is that 
the buffalo, unlike 
the radioactive 

particles, are not independent of each other. The buffalo 
tend to congregate in herds, so there are more square mile 
sections with many buffalo and more with no buffalo at all. 
The negative binomial distribution has a larger variance than 
its mean (that is, its outcomes are more variable), so this 
distribution is commonly used in modeling animal population 
distributions. 

Relevance of each approach to our studies
We are chagrined that we missed considering the negative 
binomial distribution in our surname descent modeling 
sooner. As Alan Swindale showed us, the work by Brass was 
right there on the library shelf. In brief, Brass observed in 
his paper [5] as well as in others, that while human births in 
developed countries do tend to follow a Poisson distribution, 
those in underdeveloped countries tended to follow a 
negative binomial. That is, there is a greater variability in the 
number of surviving children per family in underdeveloped 
countries than in developed ones. This is presumably due 
to a greater variation of life-supporting circumstances for 
different families under more primitive conditions. 

We can take it that medieval England was in this sense 
underdeveloped. Also, this could have remained so through 
to the Industrial Age. This provides justification for us to 
try out repeating the simulations, using a negative binomial 
distribution in place of the Poisson.

Application to the Plant surname
To avoid the effects of migration as much as possible, we 
followed a procedure that can be compared to one used by 
Leslie et al [7] in their study of English DNA. Specifically, they 
restricted their data to individuals with local grandparents 
– on average, these were born around 1885. We are here 
concerned with only the male line: we hence have restricted 
our data to men whose Plant ancestor was known to be living 
in England in 1851. This is the earliest year in England with 
good census data. To paraphrase Leslie et al, we are not 
simply sampling tested men but selectively considering those 
with suitably located ancestors.

Of the thirty-two men in the Plant surname study who meet 
this selection criterion, fifteen (or 47 percent) are members 
of the main Plant cluster. If we assume that this fraction has 
not changed since 1851, we can estimate with 95 percent 
confidence that at least 296 adult males in 1851 can be 
allocated to a group whose number all expectedly match the 
main Plant cluster. 

The question is then: what is the chance that a family 
descended from a single fourteenth-century man could 
reach this number by 1851, given the conditions where the 
Plant ancestors lived? In particular, how does the use of 

Figure 1. Simeon Poisson (source: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Siméon_Denis_Poisson).

Figure 2. A buffalo herd (source: 
https://pixabay.com/en/photos/

buffalo/)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siméon_Denis_Poisson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siméon_Denis_Poisson
https://pixabay.com/en/photos/buffalo/
https://pixabay.com/en/photos/buffalo/
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the negative binomial, in place of the Poisson, affect our 
estimation of this chance?

The surname Plant is highly concentrated in and around 
Staffordshire (Figure 3), so we used historical population 
data from this county in our model [8,9] except for the 
earliest years when only the population change for all of 
England is available.[10] 

We had previously done this in our earlier Poisson simulations 
– we now have to consider the value of an additional parameter 
to feed into our alternative simulations. Brass found that, 
although there was a great deal of variability, the probability 
distribution describing the number of surviving children per 
family, in underdeveloped countries, was a negative binomial 
with a typical variance of about three times the mean. So, 
this is the variance value we used. 

Comparing the two approaches
Figure 4 shows bar charts of the probability distribution of 
the negative binomial (red) and Poisson distribution (blue), 
for a mean probability of 1.24 fertile sons per father. This 
particular growth rate, 1.24, is the average per-generation 
growth in population for Staffordshire from 1311 to 1851. 

As can be seen in Figure 4, the negative binomial (red) has 
a higher probability of zero fecund sons but also a higher 
probability of a larger family. Note that if larger families 
are more likely, then smaller ones must also be, in order to 
balance out the average growth rate.

This serves as an adequate illustration of the difference 
between the two types of distribution though, in detail, 
we used a series of different growths in the Staffordshire 
population, as these vary through successive years for the 
generation of fertile sons. 

In particular, we here consider like with like, assuming the 
same details apart from changing between the two types of 
probability distribution.

In our simulations we used ten million runs, for each of the 
two probability distributions. This resulted in about 300,000 
surviving lines by 1851, which is sufficient for the results to be 
statistically sound. The findings were that, in the simulations 
using the negative binomial, the chance of sufficient sons to 
reach the size of the main Plant cluster was roughly 0.009, 
or about one in a hundred. In the simulations that used the 
Poisson distribution, this value was about 0.0016, or a little 
over one in a thousand. 

In summary, this says that an English family that still exists 
by 1851 and which had been initiated by one man living in 
Staffordshire in 1311 would, for the negative binomial, have 
about one chance in one hundred of accumulating enough 
descendants to reach the approximate size of the main Plant 
cluster. This is a much better chance than the roughly one in 
a thousand, for the Poisson. That said, even with this better 
chance (1 in a 100), the odds are still not very good. However, 
there were far more than one hundred families around in 
1851, and so some would have to be among those this large.  

This adds some justification for considering larger descendant 
families in surnames in England. We can pause and reflect 
accordingly. The larger the family, the more likely it is to 
have twenty-first century descendants who include two 
retired academics, in our case, poking around to try to figure 
all this out.

How they grew
It is interesting to see how the large simulated descendant 
families grew. 

Figure 5 shows a plot of the growths in each generation, for 
the larger (red), average sized (yellow) and smaller (blue) 
descent family lines. These are from our negative binomial 
simulation, using the overall growth rates for Staffordshire. 
(The lines correspond to around the 95th, mean, and 5th 

percentile of the surviving population, though individual 
behaviours have been averaged so that any erratic variation 
is smoothed out). 

All of these lines of surviving descendants had extraordinarily 
high growths during the early generations (the descent 
lines with lower growths have generally died out and we 
have removed these lines, with zero descendants, from 
the distribution of the results). The early dip in all three 
coloured lines corresponds to the less favourable overall 
growth circumstances around the time of the mid fourteenth-
century Black Death. 

Figure 3. Plant populations in 1881 (from Steve Archer’s 
Surname Atlas, via source:

 http://plant.one-name.net/distrib.html)

Figure 4. Negative binomial and Poisson 
probability distributions

http://plant.one-name.net/distrib.html
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After the initial large growths, the line for fast growth (red) 
eventually becomes more settled to grow at about the same 
rate in each generation as for the average of the surviving 
families (yellow). Regression to the mean can be explained 
statistically (for example, Gregory Clark has written a very 
interesting book [11] about it). However, it is more relevant 
for us to reflect on the implications. Figure 5 implies that, 
in the earlier generations, some of the families grew at a 
more rapid rate (red lines) than others. This has set these 
families on an especially good course to accumulate more 
descendants (subsequently, the already higher number of 
descendants is multiplied up at roughly the average rate for 
the surviving population). This early advantage could happen 
through good luck, or good genes, or a favourable social 
position, or some combination of these.

A notion for Plant
Examination of early wills and historical records indicates 
that the medieval Plants were largely yeoman farmers, and 
according to Clark and Hamilton [12] this group tended to 
have the greatest reproductive success of any social class. 

Turning to a slightly more intriguing note, the early Plants in 
northern Staffordshire were repeatedly associated with the 
Dieulacres Abbey in Leek. There is evidence [13] that this 
abbey ran a sort of local protection racket, and records from 
that time indicate that at least one of the Plants served the 
abbey as an enforcer. [14] If this did indeed typify the Plant 
family at that time, in the relatively lawless Middle Ages, 
the approval of the Abbot could have reinforced the good 
fortune of a yeoman with ample land. His having more than 
one wife, for example, could extend his fertile years.

The effects of purely random chance should not be 
underestimated, as shown with our earlier Poisson 
simulations. Beyond just luck, such propitious social 
circumstances as those above could have contributed to the 
Plants’ reproductive success. 

Summary
Most tellingly during the early years, a negative binomial 
distribution is better able than a Poisson to allow the higher 
growth needed for larger families. We already considered 
possibilities for a surname single family having a fast start, or 
an early one, in our simulations with the Poisson distribution. 
The possibility of a fast start is more naturally inherent within 

the negative binomial approach. In this model, assuming we 
have chosen the variance well, there are substantially more 
failing families, leaving room for a male-line surname family 
to thrive, starting out in the generally inopportune times of 
the fourteenth century. By the seventeenth century, such a 
family then typically grows its already consequential number 
more nearly in line with average growth in the surviving 
population.n
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Figure 5: Growths of small and large families 
(values above 1 represent growth)

Figure 6. Dieulacres Abbey (source: reference [15])
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Connected Lines:
Ian Gotts

by Karen Heenan-Davies 
(Member 6760)

Welcome to the first article in a new series called 
Connected Lines where Guild members are 
interviewed about their studies and their approach 

to one-name research. This edition we hear from a UK 
member, Ian Gotts who’s been a Guild member since 1989. 
Ian was a winner of a Guild Excellence Award in 2017 for his 
Gotts website www.gotts.org.uk and is a regular contributor 
to this journal. 

Q. Why did you decide to start doing a one 
name study?
When my Dad died in 1983, I had lots of papers from him, 
including a search request to the Registrar in Norwich about 
my great grandfather’s birth details as his marriage had been 
registered as ‘GOUTS’. The next year we were on holiday in 
Cromer, and I popped into Norfolk Record Office to see if I 
could find out any more about him. I read the parish registers 
for East Ruston, and found 60+ Gottses, of which only twenty 
could I link to our tree. But why throw away this information, 
as I might find that they were connected? As I spotted the 
name in different parts of the country, and collected those, 
I thought it was worth registering the name so that if anyone 
else was searching for Gottses then they were likely to come 
to me.

Q. Where are you now with your study?
I have 20+ trees containing 4000 people with the surname 
Gotts, 6000 UK BMDs and 92%  of the 1911 UK census located 
in trees. I also have quite a lot of data for USA, Canada and 
Australia but, other than trees in those areas, there’s still a 
nice chunk of work for someone to do. I’ve created a FTDNA 
website and a 300-page GOTTS website.

Q. What’s been your greatest or most satisfying 
achievement?
Gottses tend to be at the Ag-Lab level of society: grafters 
but not much recorded for posterity. I feel that through my 
website I have given some of them a voice in history.

Q. What approach have you used that you 
found worked particularly well?
At the outset it was about trees, to understand how 
people were related, which is the way most people start. 
Correspondence was done by letter, and you didn’t have 
access to the amount of research online. BMDs were gathered 
at St Catherine’s House (London) and census data at Portugal 
St around business meetings in town. Now you can do all that 
in a day using Ancestry!

Q. What’s been your number one challenge?
Giving away Y-DNA kits for free! Everyone goes quiet when 
I raise the topic and even when I sent out some kits the 
recipients then went quiet or stopped corresponding!

Q. Have you made any mistakes along the way?
Yes, not talking to my dad about hundreds of things before 
he died! We had roughed out a tree but there is always stuff I 
didn’t know. I am currently researching his WW2 army record 
which is fascinating, but there are so many loose ends and 
questions I would like to ask him.

Q. As you’ve done your study have you 
developed any particular interests? 
I had never touched military history until the WW1 records 
started becoming available. Since then I have tracked and 
recorded twenty-eight soldiers in WW1 from where they 
started through their campaigns and deaths. I went on a 
guided tour of the battlefields in 2014, and in 2016 I went 

Name Ian Gotts Country of residence St Albans, UK

Member No. 1389 Number of years as member 
of Guild

1989

Registered Surname(s) Gotts Geographic focus of study USA, Canada, Australia and 
New Zealand

Have you ever been an officer 
of the Guild (board member, 
regional rep for example) - if 
so when, and in what capacity

No Have you ever won a Guild 
Excellence Award? If so, when 
and for what.

Guild Excellence Award for 
the Gotts website in 2017

Guild email address gotts@one-name.org Website address www.gotts.org.uk

http://www.gotts.org.uk
mailto:gotts%40one-name.org?subject=
http://www.gotts.org.uk
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to all the twenty war graves where they were buried to 
photograph their gravestones and memorials, as well as 
to four battlefields. By piecing together the trench maps, 
satellite maps and orders in the Battalion diaries you get a 
much better feel for what it would have been like.

Q. Who has been the most interesting individual 
you have discovered via your study?
My aunt told me that two brothers and a cousin came North 
from Norfolk. Two were miners and one was a ship’s captain, 
but she couldn’t tell me who the ship’s captain was. Several 
years ago I found a ship’s captain who had sunk in the North 
Sea on a ship which fought in the American Civil War, but it is 
only this last year I have been able to prove he was related. 
So he wins the prize for making the family tale true!

Q. What’s your number one tool you use in 
your research?
Tool 1: my inquisitiveness: just keep looking and thinking 
outside of the tree and at their wider situation.
Tool 2: all the people who have written something up on 
the web, set up forums, added photos, not to mention 
other people researching your names of interest and being 
prepared to share it with you. It’s a huge resource to tap.

Q. If you were to start your study all over 
again, what would you do differently? 
At the start I was doing just the genealogy, ie trees, but now 
the more interesting part is the family history of individuals 
and their social situation. I should have asked the question 
much earlier: ‘So what would life have been like for them? 
What was happening around them?” I have learned so much 
social and political history, which really makes their stories 
come alive.

Q. What one piece of advice would you give to 
someone just starting out on their own study?
Join your local Guild group and a family history group of 
some sort, FHS or U3A. The people in all of these have been 
very willing to share their knowledge and they will have been 
to FH corners and records you never knew existed. We all 
have a different take on things and pooling the knowledge 
means everyone learns.

Q. Paper hoarder or computer fan - which are 
you? 
Mainly computer, with 63Gb of space taken up, but you can’t 
replace the A3 wills, Battalion diaries, etc.

Q. What software program do you use?
Family Tree Maker 2017 for trees. It’s what I bought early on 
and gradually upgraded to in steps, and I can’t see any real 
reason for changing it. Everyone learns how to get the most 
from their own favourite.

Q. Any tips for someone who wants to create a 
website/blog to support their studies
My website predates all the excellent work being done by the 
Guild’s Members’ website group. Think about:

1. Can you preserve your study and website after you stop 
doing it yourself. Because I own the web address and it 
ends in ‘.uk’, it is archived by the British Library. This 
year I aim to move or create a copy of it within the 
Guild’s framework.

2. Think about how to drive traffic to it. At the moment it’s 
about Search Engine Optimisation and all the metadata 
you put behind each page that the search engines (like 
Google) use. But the approach changes over time, so 
keep aware of how they are indexing your website.

3. The software you create your website with will get out 
of date with no easy upgrade at some point. My Serif 
Webplus package has no upgrade path to use responsive 
design techniques, so can you design your website in 
some way to allow people to read it without a major 
rewrite into the next whizzy system? I have tried to do 
that by making the page width 600 pixels so it is readable 
on phones.

PS: The answers to 1 & 3 may be to start off with TNG on the 
Guild’s website, though others will have their own ideas on 
this.

Make the Connection
Hopefully Ian’s responses have sparked some ideas for your 
own research. If you have any follow up questions, please 
contact him at gotts@one-name.org n

If you’d like to be 

featured in a future 

Connected Lines 

interview, please contact 

Guild member Karen 

Heenan-Davies via 

heenan@one-name.org
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Book Review - One-Name Study: 
Mammatt, Meymott and Memmott

Reviewed by Suzanne Stevens

The striking cover of this new book shows over thirty 
original signatures of Mammatts, Meymotts and 
Memmotts. Within its covers lie the stories of hundreds 

of characters in this vast family, originating in Eckington, 
Derbyshire, in the 1300s. In 1335, Alice Memot could not 
have known that over six hundred years later, one of her 
descendants and later author of this book, June Bird (née 
Mammatt) would call her own daughter Alice. Nor, indeed 
would the author have been aware of this link back to the 
distant past until she embarked on this study. It covers 
everyone who has had this name; a massive task.

The Preface and Introduction give a flavour of the excitement 
to be had in researching a One Name Study. It meant 
becoming a detective, not knowing how the different pieces 
of information fitted together, sometimes until many months 
later. There is an indication of journeys made and documents 
found. I love the description of the discovery of a marriage 
licence in Lichfield Record Office while in Staffordshire 
Record Office, rushing over the seventeen and a half miles 
from one to the other to look at it before the office closed and 
the wonder and excitement of holding an original document 
from 1691 in your hand, full of new information about one of 
your own family.

The book is divided into three parts. The first begins with 
the earliest records of the name in Eckington, Derbyshire 
and follows the family as it divides into two branches. One 
branch journeys to Chesterfield and then to Alfreton and then 
splits again, changing names: one part going to Mansfield and 
eventually London, named Meymott, and the other going to 
Wirksworth, and then Sudbury in Derbyshire. These became 
Mammatt. The author has been ably assisted by her cousins 
Jeff and Kathy Orford-Perkins who wrote Chapters 2 - 12 of 
Part One about the Meymotts. During her research the author 
met her sixth cousin, Bob Mammatt, who made the valuable 
contribution of writing Chapter 29 about his grandfather, 
George Richard Mammatt, who left Mellor in Derbyshire and 
went to Australia.

Part Two deals with the branch which moved from Eckington 
to Sheffield where they became cutlers and Part Three with 
the Memmotts of Sheffield who moved away, both within 
England and across the world to Australia, Canada and the 
USA. The last group went to Utah and there is a fascinating 
collection of original diaries and writings which has been 
incorporated to great effect. The author was assisted in this 
section by Jill Memmett Olsen who contributed photographs 
and information.

This book brings characters to life. It educates, it informs. It 
questions. If we still had the hearth tax, I’d have to pay for 
one hearth. I learnt a great deal about sanitary conditions 
both in Ludlow and London and, more pleasantly, a new 

recipe for Seed Cake which requires ‘4lb of fine flour, lashings 
of cream, 9 eggs and 2lb of ‘shugar’ and a great many seeds’. 
I read about a murder, of a vicar, no less, murdered by his 
own curate and was made privy to a great many wills. In one 
was given:

‘Item I give to my brothers John and Francis Mimmot of 
my wearing apparel two coats two waistcoats Two pairs 
of britches to be equally divided betwixt them.’

This book which covers so many people, nevertheless makes 
them live as individuals. All social history is here. They die in 
childhood, they marry, they are transported for small crimes, 
they go to war, they live and work in different and developing 
industries. The industry I found most fascinating was that of 
the Sheffield cutlers. Here I found a spring knife cutler, coke 
fork maker, pocket knife cutler, surgical instrument filer, 
table blade forger. Perhaps a glossary could be incorporated 
in the second edition? My favourite passage is:

Samuel Hilton Memmott ‘was working, aged 11, as a cotton 
dopps’. Twenty years later he and his wife ‘were still in the 
same place, he was a tube pickler and she a screw nicker’.

Job descriptions with which to conjure. Indeed, if you do not 
know the definition of ‘a vagabond’, you will find it in this 
book, within its 337 pages.

In the postscript, the author suggests theories for the 
origin of the name. I have no doubt that she will continue 
her research; she says she became obsessed and I do not 
think that obsession will stop now that this book has been 
published. Her meticulous research over five years is shown 
in family trees, in photographs – not just of people but of the 
places that were of importance in their lives – in excerpts 
from wills, letters, transcriptions of gravestones, and in 
birth, marriage and death certificates to show how the story 
travels from Derbyshire to across the world. There is even an 
alphabetical listing of everyone mentioned in each chapter.

Whether or not you are of the Mammatt, Meymott or 
Memmott lineage, this is a fascinating work. n

One Name Study: Mammatt, Meymott and Memmott by June 
Catherine Bird, co-authors Jeffrey and Kathleen Orford-
Perkins, also George Robert Mammatt and help from Jill 
Memmott Olsen
337 pages  Published by June Bird 2018  ISBN 978-1-9999405-0-8

June is studying the surname Mammatt with variants 
Mammet, Memmott, Meymott, Mimet and can be 
contacted at june.bird@one-name.org
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New Approaches to Y-DNA Testing in 
the Warburton One-Name Study

by Ray Warburton (Member 4906)

In Volume 12 Issue 11 of the Journal Charles Acree shared his 
thoughts on Y-DNA testing. He emphasised Single Nucleotide 
Polymorphism (SNP)1 testing in preference to the Short 

Tandem Repeat (STR)2 tests that were the mainstay of DNA 
projects in recent years. His thoughts chimed with thoughts 
and experiments I have been developing for the Warburton 
One-Name study. However the Warburton project is bigger, 
with a wider range of predicted haplogroups3 so I believe I still 
have some need for STR tests, at least in the short term.

Before I share my thoughts on a strategy for moving my project 
forward I will give an overview of the Warburton project so far, 
and recount some of the more interesting discoveries.

The Warburton DNA Project
Over the last eleven years or so I have collected results from 
forty-eight Warburtons, varying from 12 STR marker tests 
to BigY4 tests. I began testing with the now defunct DNA 
Heritage and have a number of 43 marker tests which only 
overlap with 32 of the 37 markers in the Family Tree DNA test 
I have used more recently. The majority of results predict a 
haplogroup of R-M269, but I also have predictions of I-M253, 
I-P37, J-M172, and G-P303. Some of these are known, or 
suspected to be due to non-paternal events, but Warburton 
is a locative name and a series of articles in this journal three 
years ago by Dr John and Professor Richard Plant showed that 
very few fourteenth century men will have large numbers of 
descendants today. Over 90% will have no descendants at all, 
so it is likely that some Middle Age adopters of the Warburton 
name will have a small number of present day descendants. 
A single, unmatched DNA result does not necessarily mean 
there was a non-paternal event.

Having said that I have two large groups that could represent a 
third to a half of the estimated 15,000 Warburtons living today. 
Warburton Village was founded in the tenth century as a Saxon 
(Mercian) fortified settlement guarding a ford in the river 
Mersey. In the eleventh century the land was acquired by the 
descendants of a Norman knight, and his descendants took the 
village name when they built a manor house there around 1260 
AD. That manor house no longer exists. Two centuries later the 
main line of this family moved to Arley Hall, near Northwich, 
Cheshire. The line died out in the male line in 1813 AD though 
the current occupant of the Hall is a direct descendant through 
the female line (twice). However my largest DNA group (I call 
them the Cheshire Group) almost certainly consists of cadet 
branches of this family. The other group (the Lancashire Group) 
are descendants of the Saxon Inhabitants of Warburton village. 
Both are in haplogroup R1b-U1065.

The Cheshire Group
The Cheshire Group is linked to the Norman Lords of the 
Manor by SNP FGC13446 which is shared with a number of 

Duttons and dated to the twelfth century. It falls under SNPs 
DF98 and S1911. The Norman ancestor of the Warburtons was 
Odard, styled Odard de Dutton after the location of his main 
residence. It was his great grandson Adam who acquired 
the land at Warburton, and Adam’s great grandson Piers or 
Peter who was the first Warburton. This is the most likely 
explanation for the Warburton-Dutton DNA match.

SNP FGC13446 is one of over two dozen SNPs discovered by 
Warburton, Dutton (and a couple of other) BigY tests, but not 
found anywhere else. This implies roughly 3,000 years when 
there were no branches that have left evidence today. One 
explanation for this is that they are living where there is little 
DNA testing and this is true of France, where it is discouraged. 
Thus Odard was not a Norseman (though his mother was related 
to Duke Rollo of Normandy) but descended from the original 
population of north-west France.

The Lancashire Group
The Lancashire Group is identified by SNP S6881 which is dated 
to the beginning of the Saxon period in England and appears 
typically in north-west England, particularly the industrial 
belt of south Lancashire. In fact there are two parts of the 
Lancashire group. All results bar one are A11376 and A11378, 
but one is negative for these, but positive for A11377, and 
A11379. The common ancestor of these two branches must 
have lived long before surnames were introduced, but could 
have lived shortly before, or just after the founding of 
Warburton village. So two related Warburton villagers seem 
to have independently adopted the Warburton name.

The Lancashire Group has been the subject of my 
experimentation with new DNA testing approaches. Its STR 
results were quite volatile but characterised by rare alleles on 
some of its markers. I therefore believed I could spot a group 
member from a 12-marker test. When I tried it the telltales 
were there, but there were four other differences from the 
group’s mode, though two of them had appeared in the group 
before. Still I was rather surprised when I did a SNP test on Z343 
(the most recent, known SNP at the time) and got a match.

More recently I have had two BigY results from the group. I 
chose the two most distantly related, based on STR results, so 
it was logical that they revealed the two separate but related 
founders. My next step was to develop a 7-SNP panel at YSEQ6 
based on the unique SNPs from the BigY from the larger group. 
Seven is the minimum for a panel and there were six usable 
uniques so I added A11378 as a control. 

I have family trees for all but one of the seven matched result 
owners. My objective with the panel was to be able to create a 
tree of trees which showed how they all linked together. I have 
tested three of the original participants. Of the others one 
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declined, one has died, and I’ve lost touch with the other. The 
results were unexpected. All three were positive for A11378, 
including my dodgy 12-marker participant. However all three 
were positive for just one of the other SNPs (A15056), and 
negative for the rest, which are therefore unique to one of the 
trees. So I didn’t get the definition I was looking for and now 
need another BigY to try and improve the SNP panel.

Other Interesting Stories
As well as my two big groups I have three small groups, a 
couple of unusual non-paternal events, and a large family 
tree that is split between two haplogroups. None of these 
participants has done any SNP testing.

Two of my small groups are each a pair of family trees linked 
by a DNA match. The third small group is three results within 
a single tree. They triangulate back to the earliest ancestor, a 
Richard Warburton who appeared in Dublin in the 1630s and 
subsequently had three sons, two of whom became landowners 
in Ireland, and have modern day descendants. Members of the 
family were politicians, soldiers, and protestant churchmen. 
They claimed kinship with the family at Arley Hall and this 
was accepted by the main line. Indeed at one point in the 
nineteenth century they even challenged them for primacy, 
and an erroneous pedigree used to support this claim can still 
be found in Burke’s Landed Gentry7.

The family produced a number of significant characters, 
including Alexander Bannerman Warburton, Premier of Prince 
Edward Island, Dame Anne Warburton, Britain’s first female 
Ambassador, and Colonel Robert Warburton who survived the 
1st Afghan War and returned with an Afghan Princess as his 
bride, and two sons who became Colonel Sir Robert Warburton, 
for eighteen years the Political Agent on the Khyber Pass, 
and John Paul Warburton, or Button Sahib, the Controller of 
Devils8, a famous Punjabi detective. Officially John Paul was 
only adopted, though the family believe he was indeed Colonel 
Robert’s son. These characters have been the subject of a 
number of articles in my newsletters, The Button Files, which 
can be found on my study website at warburton.one-name.
net.

Despite the claimed link to the Arley family this Irish family are 
haplogroup J-M172. No other Warburtons belong to this group. 
I can only presume they descend from the illegitimate son of a 
daughter of one of the branches of the Arley family. He went to 
Ireland to escape his origins and make his fortune.

One of my two unusual non-paternal events also comes from 
Ireland. The London Gazette of 22 May 1792, page 334 stated 
that: “The King has been pleased to grant to the Reverend 
Charles [Mongan], Master of Arts, Rector of Loughgilly, in the 
County of Armagh, and Dean of St Patrick’s Cathedral, Ardagh, 
in the Kingdom of Ireland and his issue, his Royal Licence and 
Authority to assume and take the Surname of Warburton only, 
in pursuance of the desire of his maternal cousin-german, 
Miss Alicia Warburton, spinster, sister of the late William 
Warburton, of the City of London Esq, deceased.” 

Charles was born a Catholic but became a Protestant churchman. 
His Catholic name was holding him back. He subsequently 
became Bishop of Cloyne. I have no idea who Alicia Warburton 
was but it would seem likely that she belonged to the Irish 
family described above.

My other interesting non-paternal event produced Bancroft 
Warburton who had numerous descendants and was a 
successful farmer and landowner in the Warrington area. His 
father was John Bancroft who farmed land in Sinderland, part 
of Dunham in Bowdon parish, Cheshire. His first wife, Mary 
Warburton died, leaving him with a young family. Eighteen 
months later, on 2 November 1738, Bancroft was baptised at 
Bowdon, mother Elizabeth Warburton. I have not  identified 
Elizabeth. She wasn’t Mary’s sister but she was most likely a 
relative. Unfortunately many Warburtons of the period were 
nonconformists baptised at chapels whose records no longer 
exist. However the curious aspect of the story is that ten years 
later, in 1749, Elizabeth and John finally got married. I can only 
assume they were waiting for John’s young family to grow up.

My last DNA story concerns my largest family tree. It originates 
in the village of Warburton in the sixteenth century and rent 
rolls put them at the top of the list of tenants of the Warburtons 
of Arley Hall. Some sources9 suggest that a minor branch of 
the family remained in the Warburton manor house when the 
main family moved to Arley Hall, so I expected results from 
the tree to match the DNA of the Cheshire Group. I have had 
four results, two matching R-M269 results, and two matching 
I-M253 results. One of these is obviously a non-paternal event, 
and possibly both are. Unfortunately the two profiles cover all 
known modern day descendants of the family. Furthermore 
the earliest ancestors of the two groups are cousins who lived 
in the early eighteenth century. There are just four occasions 
where the non-paternal event could have occurred. All four 
baptisms are recorded at Bowdon naming both parents, and 
they all occurred at least two years after the parents married. 
But not everything can be as it appears.

A Suggested Y-DNA Strategy
I now believe the objective of Y-chromosome testing is to 
determine your most recent, shared SNP. This will determine 
all your previous SNPs, and hence your ancient history. For 
example if you have the SNP FGC13446 you are part of the 
Cheshire group and share its Norman ancestry and the story 
of the King’s Cluster10 within the U106 haplotree dating back 
to roughly 3000BC. SNP A11378 would indicate membership 
of the main Lancashire Group which is also part of the U106 
haplotree, but arrived in England with the Saxon migrations.

How do you find your most recent, shared SNP? You could take 
a chance and test for FGC13446 or A11378, as it only costs $18 
at YSEQ. However if the test turns out negative you are no 
wiser.

Because of the variety of Warburton haplogroups it is impossible 
to know where to start with a SNP only testing strategy. I 
therefore draw on my experience with 12 marker testing and 
suggest an initial STR test to discover a predicted haplogroup. 
This will narrow the search down and enable more targeted 
SNP testing. The cheapest way to do this I can see is the YSEQ 
STR-Alpha 18 marker test which costs just $58.

SNP Testing 
Appropriate SNP testing will depend on circumstances. I am 
confident the proposed STR test will indicate whether there 
is a probable match with any previous Warburton test. If the 
match is with the Lancashire or Cheshire Groups testing a 
single SNP will confirm membership of the group as described 
above.

http://warburton.one-name.net
http://warburton.one-name.net
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Other Warburton STR results have not yet been followed up 
with SNP tests so it would be necessary to start with a basic SNP 
panel for that haplogroup, as well as identifying the relevant 
FTDNA Haplogroup Project to learn the current knowledge of 
its history.

New Warburton DNA Strategy
My strategy has two aspects, the first reflecting the objectives 
of a single tester, and the second reflecting my objectives for 
the project.

A single tester will be motivated to understand where he 
and his family fit into the Warburton landscape. To do this he 
should:

1. Explore whether he needs a test. If a link can be established 
to a previous result a test might be unnecessary.

2. If a test is needed he should take the YSEQ STR Alpha test 
and share his results with me. I will compare the results 
with previous Warburton results to determine if a match 
is likely.

3. If the likely match is with the Cheshire or Lancashire 
Groups then confirm this with a single SNP test.

4. If the likely match is with another of the Warburton results 
this will either extend one of my small groups or create a 
new one. A SNP strategy for the new group will be needed. 
A first step is for one member of the group to take a basic 
SNP panel for the groups haplogroup, and for the other 
members to test the most recent positive SNP to confirm 
the match.

5. If there is no match the tester may wish to explore his 
SNPs to determine relevant non-Warburton matches.

My Warburton project objectives are as follows:

1. I am working to develop SNP panels for the Cheshire and 
Lancashire Groups based on unique SNPs from Warburton 
BigY tests in order to show the relationships between the 
Groups’ various clan trees. This would be presented as a 
tree of trees. To this end I used the FTDNA summer sale to 
get a BigY for the Cheshire Group, and I am planning to use 
the Christmas sale to get another BigY for the Lancashire 
Group. When I get the results I will develop SNP panels for 
each group at YSEQ.

2. I have a number of Warburton family trees that have no 
associated DNA result, or a single unmatched results. 
A couple of the trees, and some unmatched results are 
known to be the result of non-paternal events but others 
could be of ancient origin. I am keen to get results from 
all the untested trees, and from suitable candidates that 
might triangulate, or bypass the unmatched results. 
Hopefully the new cheaper STR option will encourage this.

3. My smaller groups need to uncover their more recent, 
shared SNPs so I will be recommending basic haplogroup 
SNP panels in these cases.

My Warburton DNA project began eleven years ago and has 
uncovered some fascinating results. The possibilities for the 
next few years would appear to be equally exciting and I will 

pursue them as quickly as finances, and the identification of 
test subjects will allow. n

Footnotes
1. A Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) is a change to a single 

base pair of DNA. DNA is a string of billions of base pairs which 
each consist of two molecules. Four types of molecule make up 
DNA and a SNP is a change in the types of molecules that form 
that base pair. SNPs occur rarely and are not normally reversed. 
For each SNP the human population can be divided into those who 
have inherited the SNP, and those who haven’t.

2. A Short Tandem Repeat is a short sequence of DNA, comprising 
several base pairs, which is repeated several times. The number 
of repeats can change. These changes occur more frequently 
than SNPs, but can occur in either direction. An STR test covers 
a number of markers, or places where STRs occur.  A match can 
indicate recent common ancestry, or a chance convergence of the 
numbers of repeats. Another factor, such as a shared surname, is 
needed to indicate a match.

3. Haplogroup is a term that describes the group of people who 
share a particular SNP (though usually reserved for a large group 
who share an ancient SNP).

4. BigY tests are provided by Family Tree DNA. It is an example of 
a Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) test which scours a large 
proportion of the Y-chromosome to uncover new SNPs. This 
compares with the much cheaper SNP tests for the presence of 
one or more known SNPs.

5. R1b-U106 is a project at Family Free DNA, that includes a Yahoo 
Group (full name R1b1c_U106-S21 Haplogroup) with a Forum and 
File repository. It covers the history, geography, and structure of 
the haplogroup and includes over 1000 BigY results.

6. YSEQ is a provider of DNA tests located at YSEQ.net.
7. The error is in the second edition of Burke’s Landed Gentry 

(1847). When  a promised correction failed to materialise the 
case was written up in an article in The Cheshire and Lancashire 
Historical Collector dated February 1st 1854. The subject is 
addressed by an article in Issue 12 of The Button Files, my 
Warburton newsletter which can be found on the Warburton One-
Name website http://warburton.one-name.net/.

8. Controller of Devils by G. D. Martineau is the story Button Sahib, 
aka John Paul Warburton, India’s greatest detective, written by 
his grandson. Although now out of print it is presented as four 
PDF files on the Warburton One-Name website http://warburton.
one-name.net/ under Papers.

9. Thomas Newton’s The Story of Warburton and its Old Church 
(1939) says a branch of the family continued to live in the 
Warburton Manor House until the latter part of the 17th century. 
However Norman Warburton in Waburton: The Village and the 
Family (1970) could find no evidence to support this statement 
and notes that rentals suggest Warburton Park had been divided 
into a number of farms before the main family moved to Arley 
Hall. Warburton tenants are recorded in Warburton in 1520, 1572 
(when first in the list of tenants), and 1581.

10. King’s Cluster is a name given to a haplogroup within U106. It 
is defined by SNP DF98 and is so named because it includes the 
House of Wettin, and hence several European Royals including our 
own Queen Elizabeth.

Ray is studying the surname Warburton and can be 
contacted at warburton@one-name.org

http://YSEQ.net
http://warburton.one-name.net/
http://warburton.one-name.net/
http://warburton.one-name.net/
mailto:warburton%40one-name.org?subject=
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Advancing the ‘Surname Population 
Numbers’ Debate

by Gary M. Anstey (Member 7086)

This is a follow-up article to ‘A Computer Model 
For Estimating Surname Population Numbers’                                                                                                                                         
written in 2017 by Gary Anstey, which appeared 

in Volume 12 Issue 9 of the ‘Journal of One-Name               
Studies’. All articles referred to below can be accessed 
by members on the Guild website in the Resources/  
Journal section, where all back-issues of the Journal can 
be found.

The Guild of One-Name Studies proudly states on the home 
page of its website that we are the “worldwide centre of          
excellence in One-Name studies”. For that to be true, we 
need to be at the forefront of research into surnames, not only       
concerning specific surnames (which is of course fundamental 
to what the Guild is all about), but also in examiming wider 
issues common to the advancement of our understanding of 
all surnames.

In this regard, there are few issues that bind together 
otherwise relatively independent surname studies other than 
that of estimating various surname populations in times past 
(and indeed in times future). This subject has already been 
discussed in the ‘Journal of One-Name Studies’ on numerous 
occasions, namely: 

• Volume 1 Issue 7 (1983) ‘Estimating One-Name Numbers’ 
by James Willerton

• Volume 5 Issue 10 (1996) ‘How Many Smiths Are There?’ by 
Alan Bardsley

• Volume 12 Issue 9 (2017) ‘A Computer Model For Estimating 
Surname Population Numbers’ written by me (Gary Anstey)

• Volume 12 Issue 12 (2017) ‘Inheritance of English Surnames 
by Sturges and Haggart, Review and Explanations’ by John 
Plant and Richard Plant.

(My apologies if I have inadvertently omitted any relevant 
Journal articles from the above list.)

In fact, discussion of this subject pre-dates the Guild by more 
than a century; the first reference I have found was in the 
‘Educational Times’ in 1873 (Volume 25 Issue 143 page 300 
question 4001), when no less a fellow than Sir Francis Galton 
proposed a very similar question to that discussed today.

Through much correspondence with fellow GoONs in the past 
year or so since I penned my first Journal article, it seems to 
me that the methodology stated by James Willerton in his 1983 
article, that his “method hinges on the assumption that a part 
of the population ie those people bearing a given surname, 

behave (statistically speaking at least) in the same way as the 
whole, so that the ratio of the particular name-bearers to 
the whole can be taken as constant over any period of time” 
remains pretty much the ‘default’ model that most GoONs use 
in their surname population estimates.

Respectfully, I beg to differ rather strongly on this point. Whilst 
a method which assumes that the population of an individual 
surname rises in line with the general population is adequate 
for a (very) rough ballpark ‘guesstimate’, and therefore a 
reasonable starting point for further refinement, it is hardly a 
model befitting the “worldwide centre of excellence in One-
Name studies”. 

The ‘Willerton’ method will of course work just fine for huge 
surname populations (such as Smith, Jones and Williams), which 
by the law of large numbers are pretty much guaranteed to 
rise and fall approximately in line with the general population. 
However, it is my understanding that the overwhelming bulk 
of surnames studied at the Guild are more ‘exotic’, with much 
lower population numbers, and it is here that the ‘Willerton’ 
method simply does not work (or if it does happen to produce 
an accurate estimate, it does so entirely coincidentally – see 
my response in the ‘Letters to the Editor’ Volume 12 Issue 10).

According to a study by ‘Ancestry.co.uk’, which was widely 
reported in national newspapers in 2013, around 200,000 
surnames have become extinct in England since 1901. 
Therefore we immediately have 200,000 examples of surnames 
which we know for certain have not acted in accordance with 
the ‘Willerton’ method during the twentieth century because, 
far from ‘rising in line with general population growth’, they 
have completely disappeared! 

There are between 50,000 and 200,000 different surnames 
in existence in the UK today (depending on whether 
surname variants are included), but even taking the highest 
of these figures, the surname population growth model                                                                                                     
currently preferred by most GoONs has proved to be                       
completely hopeless at predicting surname growth numbers for 
at least 50% of surnames that existed a century ago! So why on 
earth should we be confident that it is any better at predicting 
past or future population numbers of those surnames that still 
exist today?

It is evident that any model worth its salt must be able to                                                                                                       
predict satisfactorily and explain such a high likelihood of 
surname extinction (the ‘Willerton’ method predicts zero 
extinctions), which leads us nicely on to more ‘advanced’ 
computer models which incorporate an element of 
randomness into family sizes, in particular the number of 
sons born to a father. Here, those interested should refer 
to my article ‘A Computer Model for Estimating Surname 
Population Numbers’ and the article by John and Richard Plant                                                                                           
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‘Inheritance of English Surnames by Sturges and Haggart,         
Review and Explanations’, which between them describe the 
two different computer models currently proposed by Guild 
members, namely the ‘S&H’ model as reviewed by the Plants, 
and my ‘Anstey’ model (for want of a better shorthand title). 

The randomness built into the ‘S&H’ and ‘Anstey’ models 
means that they both correctly ‘ball-park’ predict the high 
probability of eventual extinction of a surname (77% of lines 
dying out after 480 years according to the ‘S&H’ model against 
the ‘Anstey’ model which predicts approximately 85% of lines 
dying out after 400 years) – both entirely consistent with the 
mass extinction of surnames seen in the twentieth century.

[Note: both models are equally at ease making predictions 
about overall surname population growth (or demise) or the 
growth of a surname within a sub-branch emanating from a 
single male – the methodology in either scenario is identical. 
In fact, throughout my research I have actually found that 
applying my model to analysing the probabilities of retention 
of the ‘Anstey’ surname within various sub-branches has been 
of much more practical use than predicting overall ‘Anstey’ 
population numbers.] 

However, the ‘S&H’ and ‘Anstey’ models disagree very strongly 
in one very important aspect, their predictions of both the 
average number of male progeny and the maximum number of 
male progeny in one generation in surnames (or sub-branches) 
that didn’t die out (see the ‘Letters to the Editor’ in Volume 
13 Issue 1). This difference has serious ramifications which 
directly affect population estimates of surnames (or surname 
growth within a sub-branch), and for the remainder of this 
article I shall elaborate on why I believe the ‘Anstey’ model 
produces far more realistic predictions than the ‘S&H’ model. 

[Note: In order for this discussion to remain as inclusive as 
possible, I will endeavor to keep the rest of this article 
maths-light; in any case even though a sprinkling of                                                                                                                         
mathematics is required for the building of the models 
themselves, the underlying principles can be explained in a 
relatively maths-free manner!] 

Put simply, the difference between the two models boils down 
to the fact that the ‘Anstey’ model assumes a higher number 
of sons born to surviving populations on average than does the 
‘S&H’ model. More sons means, statistically speaking, a bigger 
surname population at each generation emanating from one 
single male. We can directly compare the ‘S&H’ model and 
the ‘Anstey’ model in this regard because, after approximately 
500 years, the ‘S&H’ model predicts a median number of                                                                                                   
descendent sons in one generation to be 18, whereas the           
‘Anstey’ model predicts it to be over four times higher at 
around 80.

To put this in practical terms, if a GoON found that a particular 
surname or sub-branch that he or she was researching, which 
began with a single male around 500 years ago, had grown to a 
population size of 80 males sharing the original surname in the 
current generation, the ‘Anstey’ model would conclude that 
it was very average growth whereas the ‘S&H’ model would 
conclude that it was very unusual, occurring in only 1 of every 
20 surnames/sub-branches which survived.

Throughout my ‘Anstey’ research, I have found several sub-
branches which have grown (and shrunk) quite spectacularly. 
For example, the ‘South West Peninsula Ansteys’, a sub-branch 

about which I am currently drafting my second book, contains 
very approximately 300 Anstey males in the middle generation 
today, and I have proved that this sub-branch originated from 
a single male who lived about 500 years ago. 

Indeed the entirety of Ansteys, consisting of around 1,200         
Anstey males in the middle generation today, all descend from 
a single male who lived in the twelfth century (as I prove in 
my first book ‘ANSTEY: Our True Surname Origin and Shared           
Medieval Ancestry’). Both of these examples would be                
considered exceptionally rare occurrences indeed according 
to the ‘S&H’ model, but merely slightly larger than average                                                                               
surname and sub-branch growth according to the ‘Anstey’ 
model.

To take an example from another surname, in their 2017             
article the Plants themselves describe the growth of one of 
their Plant sub-branches as being “well beyond the maximum 
value of the 95th percentile of [their] simulation, and indeed 
closer to the ‘one in a million shot’ [according to the ‘S&H’ 
model]”. 

It is my strong belief that such examples of spectacular              
surname or sub-branch growth, far from being close to ‘one 
in a million shots’, are not in the slightest exceptional and 
can be found in the majority of surname studies. Indeed I 
would go further, because my experience has been that in 
fact it is quite rare to find small sub-branches that manage to 
avoid extinction for centuries but never really grow very large                                
(per ‘S&H’ model). I have found in my ‘Anstey’ study (and                                                                                                  
related family surnames) that either the sub-branch population 
tends to explode in numbers or crash and burn into extinction 
– there is not often no ‘middle ground’.

So why specifically is it that the ‘Anstey’ model predicts that 
these ‘spectacular growth’ sub-branches will be so much more 
common than does the ‘S&H’ model? Analysing first the ‘S&H’ 
model, the Plants note in their article that the model is in                                                                                            
general concordance with Willerton (per above), which means 
that the ‘S&H’ model uses estimates for probabilities of 
numbers of sons per male which match that of the general 
population growth rate of England (see Fig. 2 of the Plants’ 
2017 article). 

The ‘Anstey’ model on the other hand, even though it has the 
same basic starting premise, then makes a rather important 
adjustment to its probabilities, which I believe fully explains 
why the number of sons born to surnames which are of interest 
to GoONs is ‘overdispersed’ (see the Plants’ reply to my letter 
in Volume 13 Issue 1) and is therefore the superior model.

The adjustment is conceptually quite simple. By definition, all 
males alive today bear a surname which is not extinct, and 
therefore all males alive today are descendants of a particular 
subset of the males who were alive a century ago; that subset 
being only those males who a century ago did not bear one 
of the 200,000 or so surnames which have gone extinct in the 
twenty-first century!

Given that the overwhelming majority of GoONs are studying 
surnames that still exist, we are interested not in the growth 
of the overall population, but in the growth of populations 
where the surname survived. By definition, this growth must 
be larger than the growth of the general population because 
the general population growth incorporates hundreds of                              
thousands of males whose surname became extinct.
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Once we strip out from the probability calculations the males 
whose surname became extinct (and who therefore statistically 
speaking would have been found predominantly to have had 
much lower numbers of sons than average) we are left with 
slightly lower probabilities of few sons and slightly higher                
probabilities of many sons than those used in the ‘S&H’ 
model. It is these ‘adjusted’ probabilities which are used in 
the ‘Anstey’ model, and it is this which accounts for the large                                                   
discrepancies between the ‘S&H’ and ‘Anstey’ model                                                                                
predictions and explains the ‘overdispersion’.

There are many ‘next steps’ that could be taken to advance 
this debate. For example, I am not suggesting that the 
‘Anstey’ model, where the figures for probabilities of 
different numbers of sons were derived in a somewhat 
subjective and unscientific manner, should be the final word 
on the matter. There is almost certainly a much more scientific 
methodology which can be applied in calculating these 
numbers, based possibly on census data or reliable parish 
registers. However, regardless of how the probabilities are                                                                                                             
calculated, I am confident that they will assume the basic 
shape of those currently used in the ‘Anstey’ model (namely 
slightly lower probabilities of few sons and slightly higher          
probabilities of many sons than that implied by general            
population growth).

In addition, there are many caveats to my argument, one 
of which is whether we can simply extrapolate twentieth 
century surname extinction rates back (or forward) in 
time to centuries when the model would actually be                                                                                                          
making predictions about surname or sub-branch population 
growth numbers. I am aware also that I have completely            
ignored factors such as immigration, emigration, differing 
growth rates of foreign populations and non-linear general 
population growth rates. 

All these issues will eventually need to be addressed,         
however first we need to establish whether GoONs can reach a 

consensus about the fundamental model which should form the 
foundation of future advancement. If we can, then we could 
work to improve and adapt that model so that it becomes of 
more practical use to GoONs in making relevant and accurate 
predictions about their specific surname studies. 

[Note: Let’s be clear however, no computer model can ever be 
a genealogical ‘magic wand’, churning out precise population 
figures for every surname under the sun from a single basic set 
of input data. Having said that, a model with solid foundations 
can be tweaked to take account of idiosyncrasies inherent 
in many specific surname populations and thence produce 
surprisingly enlightening results – certainly that has been my 
experience in my ‘Anstey’ research.]

Another possible direction that we could take is to                                           
collate data that fellow GoONs have no doubt already                                                            
accumulated (or could accumulate) regarding growth of                
either the surname itself or various sub-branches within their 
own surname studies. With this information, we could check 
using ‘real-life’ data whether or not the ‘Anstey’ model and its            
falsifiable prediction that ‘spectacular growth’ surnames/sub-
branches will be found within most surname studies is in fact 
correct!

There is only one body worldwide that could possibly conduct 
such a study which, to produce meaningful results, requires 
expertise and advanced knowledge of thousands of surnames 
– that body of course being the Guild of One-Name Studies, 
the “worldwide centre of excellence in One-Name studies”! n

Gary is joint author of the book ANSTEY: Our True        
Surname Origin and Shared Medieval Ancestry By G.M. 
Anstey and T.J. Anstey and is studying the surname 
Anstey with variants Anstee, Anstie, Ansty and can be 
contacted at anstey@one-name.org
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Three Generations of a 
Marches Family: Part One

by Dr Colin Stevenson (Member 2887)

For me family history puts the flesh on the bones of 
genealogy. It sets our ancestors and their families within 
the context of social, economic and political history. 

Inevitably sources are richer for those who are most prominent 
in society and hence their story can be told more personally 
than for example the agricultural labourer whose only records 
are baptism, marriage and burial. This is the story of how the 
son of a yeoman farmer and his descendants became part of 
the ‘Establishment’ via the church, the law, medicine, business 
and fine art. This was achieved through a combination of 
natural talent, hard work, marriage and patronage.

Introduction
My introduction to George Monnington was as the officiating 
minister at the marriage of my wife’s ancestor, Sarah 
Monnington to Thomas Wall at Leintwardine in 1829. The 
marriage was by licence ‘with consent of parents’, probably 
more at the insistence of parents as Sarah was eighteen 
and her first child was born less than two months after the 
ceremony. That child, Betzy Wall, was baptised by George on 
27 October 1829 at St Mary, Bucknell, Shropshire. George was 
the curate of Brampton Bryan and it transpires Sarah’s third 
cousin; in the circumstances it is unsurprising that Sarah’s 
father wanted to keep matters ‘in the family’. The marriage 
endured until Thomas died in 1878, Sarah died in Ludlow 
in 1882. Subsequently I have undertaken a One-Name Study 
of Monnington which is registered with the Guild of One-
Name Studies and in the process acquired information about 
Monningtons worldwide.

The Rev George Monnington 1802–1886
George Monnington, younger son of Thomas Monnington 
(1761-1845), a yeoman farmer, and Elizabeth Rogers (1770-
1806), was born in 1802 and christened on 31 October 1802 at 
St Mary Magdalene, Leinthall Starks, Herefordshire. Nothing 
certain is known of his early life, in particular his education.  
He matriculated on 2 July 1821 at Worcester College, Oxford 
aged 18. From 1822 to 1825 he was a Bible Clerk and graduated 
BA in 1825. He was ordained on 3 June 1827 in Winchester 
College Chapel, Winchester by the Bishop of Hereford. This 
raised the possibility that George was an Old Wykehamist. 
Milner’s monograph Winchester College with Additional Notes 
states that the college chapel had been exempted from some 
of the restrictions of canon law including college members 
being permitted to receive ordination in the chapel from any 
bishop to whom they might present themselves. An enquiry 
to the college archivist failed to find any record of George at 
Winchester College but offered an alternative explanation. 
The Bishop of Hereford, George Isaac Huntingford was also 
Warden of Winchester College and spent little time in his 
diocese, carrying out his diocesan work from Winchester. 
He routinely conducted ordinations in Winchester College 
Chapel. He had previously been Bishop of Gloucester and had 

only travelled to his diocese during the summer vacation. It 
is also recorded that Huntingford had been ill in 1827 and 
may have been unfit to travel.

George was curate of Brampton Bryan following ordination 
until September 1832 when he was appointed as Rector of 
Monmouth Grammar School. The school had been founded 
in 1614 by Walter William Jones, Haberdasher and Hamburgh 
merchant of London. In 1616 statutes were ordained by 
the Haberdashers Company, one of the twelve great livery 
companies of the City of London, for the government of the 
school. The school still exists today in rebuilt buildings. This 
link to the Haberdashers Company was to prove important to 
George and his descendants.

George married Caroline Jones on 20 April 1843 at St John-in-
Hackney, Middlesex, by Faculty Office licence. Caroline was the 
daughter of James Law Jones and Elizabeth Anna Pateshall and 
the marriage was conducted by Rev Thomas Jones her uncle. 
James Law Jones was a tallow chandler and a freeman of the 
Haberdashers Company the son of Thomas Jones, possibly an 
engraver, and freeman of the Haberdashers Company.  It is 
possible but not proven, that the family were descendants of 
or related to Walter William Jones, the founder of Monmouth 
School. Nonetheless Thomas Jones was a rich man. In his 
will of 1806 he had left to his younger son James Law and 
subsequently to the children of James land in Yorkshire, 
Edmonton in Middlesex, Cheshunt in Hertfordshire and Nazeing 
in Essex. After the death of James Law, his son James Pateshall 
Jones purchased the shares in these properties of his sisters 
Caroline and Maria which required the permission of Chancery.

In 1844 George was appointed to the living of the vicarage of 
Bitteswell, Leicestershire the patrons of which were Christ’s 
Hospital, London and the Haberdashers’ Company. He remained 
there until he retired in 1881. White’s Directory for 1877 shows 
the Rev G Monnington and interestingly James P(ateshall?) 
Jones Esq as major landowners. Following his retirement 
George, Caroline and some of the family moved to Enfield, 
Middlesex appearing in the 1881 census at Bridge House, Turkey 
Street. Subsequently they moved again to Croydon, Surrey and 
it was at 9 Morland Rd that George died on 14 June 1886. He 
was buried on 17 June 1886 at St John the Evangelist, Shirley, 
Surrey. 

Following George’s death Caroline remained in Morland Road, 
Croydon where she died on 22 December 1903. 

George and Caroline Monnington had the following children:

• George James Monnington (1844-1924)
• Thomas Pateshall Monnington (1846-1937)
• Walter Monnington (1848-1936)
• Charles Jones Monnington (1850-1931)

Title photo: St Mary’s Church, Monnington-on-Wye, Herefordshire © Philip Pankhurst
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• Caroline Elizabeth Monnington (b 1851)
• Alfred Monnington (1853-1945)
• Maria Monnington (1855-1946)
• Herbert Edward Monnington (1857-1920)
• Mary Ann Monnington (1862-1870) 

The Second Generation
Considering the lives of George’s children, inevitably more 
is known about the men than the women. Caroline married 
a solicitor who like her was born in Leicestershire and they 
lived in Tenbury Wells, Worcestershire. Maria did not marry, 
lived with family members and apparently had no gainful 
employment. Mary Ann died in childhood and was buried at 
Bitteswell.

The Rev George James Monnington 1884-1924
George James Monnington was born on 7 August 1844 at 
Bitteswell vicarage and was baptised by his father on 1 
September 1844. He was educated at nearby Rugby School in 
Warwickshire appearing there in the census of 1861. This was 
nearly twenty years after the famous headmaster Dr Thomas 
Arnold, immortalised in the novel Tom Brown’s School 
Days, had died but his legacy lived on. The headmaster 
during George’s time at the school was Frederick Temple 
who enhanced the academic reputation of the school and 
provided strong moral leadership. He had been ordained 
while a Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford and at the end of 
his career was Archbishop of Canterbury officiating at the 
coronation of Edward VII.

George continued the family connection to the Haberdashers’ 
Company. In 1859 while still at school he was apprenticed to his 
uncle James Pateshall Jones, tallow chandler of 112 Fenchurch 
Street, London. Seven years later he became a freeman in 
1866 while a student of divinity and then in 1868 while still 
an undergraduate he had Malcolm Morris bound to him as an 
apprentice. He would not have trained to be a tallow chandler 
and his apprenticeship was a way of continuing the family 
association with the Worshipful Company of Haberdashers.

After Rugby he went up to The Queen’s College, Oxford in 1863 
as Eglesfield Exhibitioner. The ‘Queen’ was Philippa, wife of 
Edward III and it was founded by Robert de Eglesfield, a household 
chaplain, in her honour. Oxford University went through some 
difficulties in the eighteenth century resulting in a loss of its 
academic reputation. Oxford University Commissioners in 
1852 stated: ‘The education imparted at Oxford was not such 
as to conduce to the advancement in life of many persons, 
except those intended for the ministry.’ 65% of the students 
who matriculated in 1840 were sons of professionals 34% of 
whom were Anglican ministers. After graduation 87% became 
professionals, 59% ordained as Anglican clergy. By 1870 there 
was a little more diversity  59% of students matriculating were 
sons of professionals, 25% of whom were Anglican ministers. 
After graduation 87% became professionals but only 42% as 
Anglican clergy.  George followed this pattern.

He read Classics gaining third class honours in Moderations 
(1865) and also in Literae Humaniores (1867) graduating BA 
in 1868. He was ordained a deacon in 1869 and subsequently 
ordained a priest by the Bishop of Winchester in 1870. He 
was curate of St Andrew’s Farnham, Surrey 1869-70 then 
of St Mary’s, Bramshott Hampshire. In November 1873 
he was appointed curate of St Catherine’s, Wolverton, 
Hampshire remaining there until 1879. A further appointment                                                                                                                                      

as curate followed at St Mark’s, Wyke, Surrey from 1880 to 
1881.

George married Alice Augusta Taylor (1858–1932) on 30 August 
1881 at St James Church, Rowledge, Hampshire, the ceremony 
being conducted by his younger brother Thomas who was then 
rector of Skelton. Alice was the daughter of Charles George 
Taylor and Elizabeth Reynolds, but Charles George Harrington 
Taylor is named as her father in the marriage entry although 
this was actually her brother, then farming in Hampshire, with 
whom she was living. She was baptised in 1858 at Knightsbridge, 
London and her father is described as ‘of no profession’. 
However, in 1861 he was described as a gentleman and was 
maintaining a large household in South Stoneham, Hampshire.   

In 1882 and 1883 George is recorded as  visiting St Luke’s C of 
E School, Reigate, Surrey on numerous occasions most likely 
to give scripture lessons perhaps as curate of the parish. 
The responsibilities of having a wife do not seem to have 
encouraged him to seek a living because from 1883 to 1887 
he was curate of St Mary the Virgin, Aldingbourne, Sussex. 
No record has been found of him or Alice in the 1891 census 
and Crockford’s Clerical Directory for 1898 does not list any 
further appointments after 1887. In the City of London Register 
of Electors, Haberdashers section, for 1893 two addresses are 
given for George, 31 Lansdowne Place, Brighton and 9 Morland 
Road, Croydon, his mother’s address. In subsequent registers 
to 1898 only his mother’s address is given.  

Crockford’s directory of 1898 lists George as the patron of 
the parish of Rochford (St Michael) in Worcestershire. In the 
History of the County of Worcester the previous patron was 
noted as J P Jones, no doubt James Pateshall, George’s uncle 
from whom it must have been inherited.

George and Alice are found in the census on 31 March 1901 at 
7 Church Road, Penge, Surrey, a lodging house also occupied by 
the owner, his wife and five children together with a servant 
and two more lodgers. George’s occupation is given as Church 
of England clergyman. In 1911 he was recorded as a retired 
clergyman in the census of 2 April at 25 Selborne Road, Hove, 
Sussex living with Alice. It was there that he died on 24 October 
1924. Alice died on 27 January 1932 also at 25 Selborne Rd.

George James Monnington and Alice Augusta Taylor had no 
issue.

The Rev Canon Thomas Pateshall Monnington 
1846-1937
Thomas Pateshall Monnington was born on 6 July 1846 at 
Bitteswell vicarage and baptised on 2 August 1846 in St 
Mary’s Church by his father.  He did not follow his brother 
to Rugby but was sent to Marlborough College in Wiltshire. 
This school had been founded in 1843 specifically to educate 
the sons of Church of England clergy although it is better 
known today as the alma mater of the Duchess of Cambridge. 
Initially it was decided that about a third of intake should 
be the sons of laity whose fees would be fifty guineas and 
their parents would subsidize the sons of the clergy whose 
reduced fees were thirty guineas. By 1848 the roll was 500 
but home comforts were lacking, conditions were so bad 
that by 1851 pupil numbers had fallen and the college was 
in debt. The headmaster resigned and the next two to be 
appointed were from Rugby and they brought with them the 
more enlightened ethos of that school. This is perhaps why 
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George decided on this school for his second son. Thomas 
was a keen sportsman and is known to have played football, 
represented Marlborough at cricket and have run while at 
university.

After Marlborough Thomas went up to Oxford matriculating 
on 16 October 1866 at Corpus Christi College. He graduated  
with BA Honours Class 2 in Law and Modern History in 1870 
proceeding to MA in 1873. The most extraordinary fact from 
his time at university was that he was a tutor to Hallam and 
Lionel the sons of the then Poet Laureate, Alfred (later Lord) 
Tennyson. The evidence for this is a beautiful albumen print 
of Thomas in the collection of the National Portrait Gallery 
by the famous pioneer photographer Julia Margaret Cameron, 
available to view on the NPG website. It is dated late 1860s 
and titled ‘Thomas Pateshall Monnington, tutor to Tennyson’s 
two sons’. Cameron, a friend and neighbour of Tennyson on 
the Isle of Wight, was self-taught and only began photography 
in 1863.  About 1867 Tennyson moved to his newly-constructed 
house Aldworth at Blackdown, Sussex so it was probably there 
that Thomas undertook his duties as a tutor. Thomas had been 
bound as an apprentice to his uncle, James Pateshall Jones 
of the Haberdasher’s Company, on 2 July 1861 and became a 
Freeman on 8 July 1868.

On 15 July 1873 Thomas married his second cousin, Blanche 
Carte, at St Andrew’s Haverstock Hill in London, the 
ceremony was conducted by his father. Blanche, born 1846, 
was the daughter of Richard Carte and Eliza Jones and the 
granddaughter of Rev Thomas Jones brother to James Law 
Jones the grandfather of Thomas. Richard Carte was a flautist 
and musical instrument maker, describing himself as a professor 
of music which had the meaning at the time of a performer 
rather than an academic; he was considered unsuitable by 
Rev Jones and the couple eloped. The couple had a famous 
son Richard D’Oyly Carte, composer, theatrical agent, theatre 
manager, hotelier and impresario. Richard founded the D’Oyly 
Carte Opera Company hosting the comic operas of W S Gilbert 
and Arthur Sullivan at his Savoy Theatre; he also built the 
Savoy Hotel.

In 1872 Thomas began his career in the Church of England being 
ordained a deacon by the Bishop of Oxford and appointed curate 
of St Mary the Virgin, Henley-on-Thames, Oxfordshire. He was 
ordained in 1873 and appointed vicar of St Giles, Downton in 
Herefordshire. In 1876 Thomas left Downton and until 1877 was 
curate of St Christopher, Willingale Doe with Shellow Bowells 
in Essex, the reason for this step down the career ladder is 
unknown, no hint of a scandal at Downton having been found. 
In 1877 he was appointed rector of St Michael and All Angels, 
Letcombe Bassett, Berkshire, it is significant that the patron of 
the parish was Corpus Christi College, Oxford. 

One of the curiosities of Oxford University is that graduates 
holding a BA degree may proceed to the degree of MA without 
further study on payment of a fee having reached sufficient 
seniority following matriculation. These days the privileges 
associated with this are limited but include the right to vote 
for the Professor of Poetry. However until 1950 the Universities 
of Oxford and Cambridge elected their own Members of 
Parliament, Robert Peel and William Gladstone being notable 
sometime Members for Oxford University. Those holding the 
degree of MA were eligible to vote in these elections and hence 
most would have two votes. In 1878 polls were not secret and 
an existing poll book shows Thomas Monnington voted for 
John Gilbert Talbot to be the Member of Parliament for the 

University of Oxford rather than Henry J S Smith, the Savilian 
Professor of Geometry and Fellow of Corpus Christi College.  
Talbot, a conservative, won the by-election, perhaps Thomas 
was expressing a political preference or perhaps he was 
more drawn to an English aristocrat rather than an Irish-born 
mathematician fellow of his college.

Thomas and his family moved north in 1880 on his appointment 
as rector of St Michael, Skelton, Cumberland, another parish 
the patron of which was Corpus Christi College. In 1888 he 
was appointed to be vicar of St Andrew’s in the nearby town 
of Penrith, additionally between 1889 and 1905 he was Rural 
Dean of Penrith West.  Further recognition of his service to the 
Church came in 1894 when he was appointed Honorary Canon 
of Carlisle Diocese. In 1905 he took up the post of perpetual 
curate of St Mary Magdalen, Broughton-in-Furness, Lancashire 
and also Rural Dean of Ulverston. It is perhaps strange that 
Crockford’s Clerical Directory should make the distinction 
between perpetual curate and vicar at this time. Traditionally 
there had been three ‘grades’ of established Anglican cleric, 
namely rector, vicar and perpetual curate, distinguished by 
their entitlement to tithes. A rector would receive both greater 
and lesser tithes, greater tithes being those related to grain 
and lesser tithes the remainder, while a vicar would be entitled 
to just the lesser tithes, the greater going to the impropriator 
(lay holder of the living) for whom the vicar was acting 
vicariously in the cure of souls. Perpetual curates received no 
tithes being paid a stipend. Typically such posts would be filled 
by elderly clergy and the parish would be small. In 1914, aged 
sixty-eight, Thomas took partial retirement giving up his parish 
post but remaining Rural Dean. However in 1918, while giving 
up the post of Rural Dean, he came out of retirement to be 
the rector of St John’s, Newton Reigny in Cumberland  finally 
retiring in 1922 aged seventy-six. 

In retirement he lived in Penrith and named his house 
Sparkenhoe,a hundred of Leicestershire but also the name of 
the football team in that county for which he played in his 
youth. A respected local figure Monnington Way in Penrith was 
named for him. Thomas died on 19 March 1937 in Penrith.   
Blanche had died on 28 July 1925. 

Thomas and Blanche Monnington had the following children:

• Mary Powell Monnington (b1874)
• Dorothea Monnington (1876-1927)
• Richard Caldecott  Monnington (1877-1971)
• Caroline Monnington (1879-1961)
• Rachel Monnington (1881-1974)
• Olive Monnington (b 1883- )
• Blanche Pateshall Monnington (1889-1897)

Walter Monnington 1848-1936
Walter Monnington, third son of George and Caroline, was 
born in March 1848 and baptised on 2 April 1848 at Bitteswell 
by his father. Another school was found for Walter, Mostyn 
School at Neston in Cheshire. It had been established in the 
1850s at what had been The Mostyn Arms Hotel. By 1861 
there were sixty-one pupils two of whom were Walter and his 
younger brother Charles. Comforts appear to have been few 
and it is unlikely to have been as academically distinguished 
as Rugby or Marlborough.

Nevertheless Walter followed his brothers to Oxford and 
matriculated on 5 February 1869 at Magdalen Hall. A visitor 
to Oxford today will not find Magdalen Hall; it must not be 
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confused with Magdalen College. The Hall was founded in 1448 
by William Waynflete, Bishop of Winchester and ten years 
later he also founded the College. The two institutions have 
a complicated history and at one time they shared what is 
now the site of Magdalen College. The separation of the two 
involves a third institution, Hertford College that itself was 
founded as Hart Hall. Hertford College as the Hart Hall had 
suffered a decline from the 1750s due to lack of leadership 
and endowments and by 1816 it was dissolved. This was seen 
as an opportunity by Magdalen College to remove its neighbour 
and namesake. It purchased the Hertford buildings and offered 
to defray the cost of the move in return for Magdalen Hall 
relinquishing its buildings. Following a fire in the Hall buildings 
the move was completed and the College was able to build 
a new St Swithin’s block on the site of the old Hall, the only 
building remaining being the Old Grammar Hall. In 1874 
Magdalen Hall changed its name to Hertford College but a 
reminder of its past remains because over the Porter’s Lodge 
of Hertford will be found not only the arms of Hertford College 
but also those of Magdalen College which had been shared with 
Magdalen Hall.

For reasons I have been unable to determine Walter changed 
colleges at some point and graduated BA Class IV in Law and 
Modern History from Worcester College (his father’s college) 
on 14 December 1872. Despite his rather poor academic 
performance at Oxford he was called to the Bar on 30 April 
1875 at Inner Temple, London. He practised on the Midland 
circuit from chambers in London but few career details have 
been found except a newspaper mention in 1876 that he 
appeared for the defence in a case at Birmingham. In January 
1881 he was an appointed Magisterial Stipendiary and Judge of 
Small Debts Court in Barbados, West Indies but no details of his 
work there have been found. 

Regardless of his legal work Walter did have aristocratic friends; 
in April 1895 he was best man to the Earl of Stamford at his 
marriage to Elizabeth Theobald at St George Hanover Square, 
London. He represented the Earl of Stamford at the departure 
of Lord Hawke’s cricket team for West Indies in January 1897. 
It is likely that he had returned permanently to England around 
this time. Aged fifty-one Walter married Catherine Elizabeth 
Brown on 4 November 1899 at St Brides, Fleet Street, London. 
An interesting feature of local newspaper reports of weddings 
at this time was that not only were the guests listed but also 
the gifts they gave, so we are told that on 23 November 1899 
Walter was a guest at the marriage of Harold Raxworthy and 
Caroline Downing at St John the Baptist, Penzance, Cornwall 
and that he gave an antique candlestick as a gift. 

Walter continued to practise as a barrister-at-law but there 
is no evidence that he took silk and no press reports of his 
cases have been found. In 1901 he and Catherine were living 
in Paddington, London but by 1911 had moved to Seaford, 
Sussex. When he died on 23 September 1936 his residence 
was Brighton, Sussex. Catherine was living in Westminster in 
1939 and died on 7 March 1943 in St Mary Abbots Hospital, 
Kensington, London.

Walter and Catherine Monnington had the following children:

• Meredith Monnington (1901-1988)
• Walter Thomas Monnington (1902-1976)

Charles Jones Monnington 1850-1931
Charles, fourth son of George was born in 1850 and baptised 
by his father on 24 February 1850 at Bitteswell. With his 
elder brother he was educated at Mostyn Boarding School, 
Neston, Cheshire. He did not follow his brothers to Oxford 
but attended the Royal Agricultural College at Cirencester, 
Gloucestershire. In 1881 while living with his parents in 
Enfield his occupation is recorded as an unemployed farmer.  
He remained in the family home in 1891 with his widowed 
mother in Croydon described as a farmer and employer. By 
1901 he had returned to his native Leicestershire as a land 
agent, employer at Woodhouse, Leicestershire. He remained 
at Maplewell Farm being joined by his sister, Maria after 
the death of his mother, his occupation being described in 
1911 as a land steward, worker not employer.  He and Maria 
retired to Hove in Sussex where he died on 19 December 
1931. He never married.

Alfred Monnington 1853-1945
Born on 4 May 1853, Alfred fifth son of George was baptised 
by his father on 29 May 1853 at Bitteswell. The school chosen 
for him was Oakham in Rutland. Oakham had been founded 
in 1584 but despite some academic progress early in the 
nineteenth century by the second half of the century it was 
in decline. All teaching took place in just one room and by 
1875, just after Alfred left, pupil numbers were reported as 
four. Like his elder brother Thomas he appears to have been 
a keen sportsman and played cricket for his school, although 
the pool of potential players was apparently limited.

Despite a perhaps less than ideal schooling, Alfred followed 
in the family tradition and went up to Oxford in 1872, 
matriculating at the newly established Keble College. Built in 
neo-Gothic style in red brick it was named in memory of John 
Keble, a member of the Oxford Movement and Tractarian who 
sought to return the Anglican Church to its Catholic roots. Alfred 
represented his college at athletics and graduated with a BA 
Class III honours in natural sciences in 1877. Alfred followed his 
brother Walter into the legal profession and became a solicitor. 
He served his articles with a practice in Durham and became a 
partner in a practice in Alnwick, Northumberland.

On 12 July 1881 at Aycliffe, Durham, Alfred married Jane 
Caroline Eade, daughter of a former Canon of Durham 
Cathedral, the ceremony being conducted by the bride’s 
brother. Small pieces in local newspapers give some interesting 
insights into Alfred’s life. In 1879 he performed a violin solo 
at a charity concert in Durham Town Hall and we are told 
that he ‘showed the completest handling of the instrument’. 
Alfred and Caroline were keen tennis players being members 
of the Northumberland and Durham Lawn Tennis Association 
and their victory in the mixed doubles in 1882 is reported. 
There is additional information about his professional life, in 
1883 Alfred was appointed by the Duke of Northumberland to 
be Steward of ‘all His Graces Manors and Boroughs in North 
Northumberland’ in the place of the solicitor to whom he was 
articled in Durham. The following year, after a gap of sixteen 
years, saw the revival at Warkworth of ‘the fine old English 
custom – the holding of a Court Leet or view of frankpledge’.  
Presided over by Alfred as Steward this was held at a hotel in 
the village, the main business being the choosing of the Borough 
Reeve or Mayor, followed by dinner with toasts and speeches. 
The company headed by the Mayor ‘perambulated the town’. 
There was a bonfire at the Market Cross and windows were lit. 

To be continued...
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News from the Guild Website

by Kim Baldacchino (Guild Webmaster, Member 5434)

Once again, our sincerest thanks for your patience 
and support as we dealt with a major website issue 
in January caused by an upgrade done by our hosting 

company. All parts of the system were restored to health 
within a few days but we appreciate that it directly impacted 
some postholders and other members. We will continue to 
work to reduce the risk of future issues.

Recent Additions
Please join us in welcoming our new web team members, 
Karen Burnell and David King. Karen is focusing on the 
WordPress system where a number of you have already 
worked with her on adding and updating content to the 
website. David is focusing on system administration and is 
already spending a lot of quality time in problem resolution 
with our hosting company. 

Much appreciation to the hundreds of members who 
participated in the Geographic Survey. If you’re looking 
for members who may be able to help with countries 
that you’re finding challenging, you can log into the site 
to see the detailed results at http://one-name.org/
guild-geographic-survey-2017-results/. 

Many thanks to the Marketing Action Team (MAT) for the 
new Webinars initiative. Be sure that you’re logged in and 
check out what they’re up to at http://one-name.org/guild-
webinar-series-2018/. You can register for the monthly 
seminars to watch them live or you can watch the videos 
on the website at a later time as convenient. While you’re 
watching videos, be sure to check out the latest seminar 
available on the side of the webpage at http://one-name.
org/seminar-events/. Most thanks go to the untiring effort 
of Bob Cumberbatch for over 100 videos now available on 
the website.

You may have noticed that the links on the website are 
improving quickly. We’ve got a new tool to identify broken 
links and Karen Burnell has been very busy updating wiki 
pages and working with members to update study profiles. 
She’s also been checking for any One-Name Study and DNA 
website links that no longer work and we would appreciate 
your attention to these links if she contacts you regarding 
them. You may have also noticed that most mail links on the 
website now go to a contact form rather than straight into 
your email system. Members were increasingly experiencing 
problems with the email system links due to configuration 
issues with their browsers so we’ve changed the links on the 
website to use contact forms instead to avoid such browser-
dependent problems.

Some Little Tips
Even with the system upgrade issues in January, we 
experienced our highest monthly volume ever with over 

20,000 unique users on the WordPress site. The highest daily 
usage, with over 1000 users, occurred when Debbie Kennett’s 
The Joy of Surnames webinar was made available online as 
part of MAT’s Webinar Series. Hats off to Debbie! 

New website content attracts more visitors to the site, so 
please send along photos and other materials that you think 
may be of interest to the broader genealogical community. 
After all, these website visitors might do a surname search 
and find an interesting study profile! Do think about 
participating in MAT’s latest initiative, where all members 
are invited to provide short write-ups on people in their 
studies who have done ‘fascinating’ things. These write-ups 
will be made available as News items on the website and will 
point visitors to the profile page for the relevant study. Log 
into the website and check out Julie Goucher’s forum post 
on this initiative at http://one-name.org/forums/topic/
interesting-people-in-200-words/.

On the Horizon
Our main focus this winter remains on key underlying 
technology updates and other system maintenance. Once 
we’ve got these tasks in hand, it will be back to migrating 
more functions from the legacy system. But there will always 
be some time set aside for those new ideas that you continue 
to come up with at some frequency! n

Kim Baldacchino & Ken Mycock
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Forthcoming Seminars

#GuildTrade

Trade and Industry Seminar
National Glass Centre, 

Liberty Way,
Sunderland, 

SR6 0GL
09:30 am for 10:00 am, Saturday 12 May 2018

Programme
09:30 – 10:00  Registration and Coffee

10:00 - 10:10 Welcome to the Seminar - Rod Clayburn

10:10 - 11:10 Mining Durham’s Hidden Depths: update on the collection 
since 2015 - Gill Parkes (Durham County Record Office)

11:10 - 11:20 Comfort Break

11:20 - 12:20 Shipbuilding collections at Tyne and Wear Archives  - 
Carolyn Ball (Tyne and Wear Archives)

12:20 - 13:15 Lunch Break

13:15 - 14:15 Glassmaking in Sunderland: A Short History and 
a Glassman’s Tale - Peter Wood (a glass family 
descendant)

14:15 - 14:25 Comfort Break

14:25 - 15:25 What’s in a name? Streetnames of Sunderland - Stuart 
Miller (Streetnames in Sunderland Project Manager)

15:25 - 15:55 Tea Break

15:55 - 16:55 Industry on Film: the records of the North East film 
archive - Graham Relton (Archive Manager Yorkshire Film 
Archive and North East Film Archive)

16:55 - 17:00 Close of Seminar

Seminar cost, including refreshments and buffet lunch, is £20.00. The National Glass 
Centre is on the north bank of the River Wear at Monkwearmouth in Sunderland, a 
15 min walk from St Peter’s metro station (please contact us for help in finding a 
lift from the station) which is 25 mins from Newcastle station. There is ample free 
parking. 

Bookings close 29 April 2018. All 
bookings will be confirmed by email, 
with full joining instructions, on or 
soon after this date.

For more information look under the 
Events tab at http://one-name.org or 
phone the Guild Help Desk Tel: 0800 
011 2182

14 July 2018
Across the Water

The venue is ideal for this subject 
and we have assembled specialist 
speakers on canals, waterways, 
their buildings and the families who 
worked on them. This seminar will 
appeal to all serious genealogists as 
well as one-namers.

Venue: National Waterways 
Museum, South Pier Road, Ellesmere 
Port, Merseyside, CH65 4FW

6 October 2018
DNA

Time flies and it is now over two 
years since our last DNA seminar 
in Cheltenham. We will gather 
our DNA specialists together in a 
different area of the country and 
will be revisiting the basics of 
DNA testing as well as looking at 
the latest techniques in this fast 
moving area of genealogy.

Venue: Beauchamp College, 
Ridgeway, Oadby, Leicestershire, 
LE2 5TP.

February 2019
Medieval

We are working with The National 
Archives to hold a specialist seminar 
based on Medieval Records, their 
theme for the year. This seminar 
will be held in the new first floor 
events area. Make a note in your 
diary for next February.

Venue: The National Archives, 
Bessant Drive, Kew, Richmond TW9 
4DU

We would like to ensure that any 
disabled delegate can participate 
fully in this event. Anyone with 
any special requirements should 
telephone the Guild Help Desk on 
0800 011 2182 or email seminar-
booking@one-name.org

#GuildWater

#GuildDNA

#GuildMedieval

http://one-name.org
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The Baldacchino One-Name Study
by Kim Baldacchino (Member 5434)

This study was registered as 
a New Year’s resolution at 
the beginning of 2018. My 

husband Mark’s father, Louis, was 
born in Qormi, Malta in 1936. Now 
that we have retired to Malta and 
live on Qormi Road, we thought it 
was a good time to get this name 
registered. Five men with the 
surname Baldakin appear in the 
1419-20 Militia List of Malta and 
the Baldacchino form of the name 
is prevalent by the time that parish 

registers become available in the 1500s.

Baldacchino is the 50th most frequent surname in Malta, 
with thousands of our ‘cousins’ living on these islands today. 
Many of the earliest Maltese surnames are believed to have 
come from Agrigento and surroundings on the southern 
coast of Sicily about 60 miles away and we think that this is 
where our surname, or some earlier form of it, originated. 
This area of Sicily is still where the name appears most 
frequently in Italy, albeit at a much lower frequency than 
in Malta.

Although there are alternative explanations in some 
surname dictionaries, we believe that it derives from 
the Italian word baldacchino (baldachin in English) which 
means ‘canopy of state or canopy over the altar’. It is 
an occupational surname likely referring to those who 
carried baldacchinos over their leaders in processions, 
still frequently seen in the many church processions held 
in Malta. Although of no heraldic meaning, family crests 
became popular in Malta since the nineteenth century and 
the Baldacchino crest clearly supports this explanation of 
the surname.

We have only just begun data collection but already know 
that there are large numbers of Baldacchinos in Malta, 

with Italy possibly the next 
most frequent place, along 
with France, Australia, Tunisia, 
Algeria, United States, England, 
Canada and Gibraltar. No doubt 
that other countries will be 
added to this list. North African 
migration was prevalent in the 
nineteenth century, with mostly 
twentieth century migration to 
other countries.

The big challenges at present are that Malta’s censuses 
and BMD registrations are not yet publicly available and, 
given that much of the overseas migration is recent, many 
countries have data protection laws for people who may 
still be living. Records are out there though in sources like 
voter lists, travel documents and telephone directories. 

We would be delighted to hear from any members who 
are familiar with researching countries surrounding the 
Mediterranean! n

Louis Baldacchino 
1936-1696

Baldacchino in Procession Bernini’s Baldacchino 
over St Peter’s Tomb, 

Vatican

Kim is studying the surnames Baldacchino, Eastlake 
with variants Easlick, Eastlack, Eastlick, Eslick, 
Estlick and the surname Estall and can be contacted 
at kim.baldacchino@one-name.org
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